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Art students explore
career possibilities during
their first years at the
University

'Let's Go Racers!'
Check out the Sports section
for a special page to take to the
men's and women's basketball
' games Saturday at the Regional
Special Events Center.
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·T he Art of Negotiation

Legislators pushing for MSU
Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor
vchilders@thenews.org

Kern

Alexander
Interim University
President

Murray State officials and Gov.
Ernie Fletcher and staff have pointed
fmgers at each other since Fletcher's
budget proposal to the General
Assembly more than two weeks ago.
Secretary of the Executive Cabinet
Robbie Rudolph said last week the
University did not receive funding
for Phase Ill of the science complex
because no one from Murray State
lobbied the governor's office for the
project.

Former University President F.
King Alexander also said last week
the University did nothing differently from previous years when projects received funding. The discrepancy caused him to wonder - why
this project?
Rudolph said most university
presidents request funding for projects in person so the governor
knows what their priorities are.
Alexander said the University lobbies via the Council on Postsecondary Education, which listed
Phase ill and the new Breathitt Veterinary Center as higher education

priorities. He said the governor
should listen to the CPE when recommending funds.
But Fletcher's budget proposal
and the subsequent sparring were
only the beginning.
While the questions continue to
circulate through Murray and Frankfort, officials from both sides recognize the need to focus now on the
legislative process.
"There's no one who's got any
familiarity with Frankfort who
thinks the governor'!: budget is the
final budget," said Brian Crall,
deputy secretary oC the Executive

Cabinet. "It's like a student who
writes a paper and goes through several drafts before turning it in."
He said many state legislators,
including Rep. Melvin Henley, RMurray, and Sen. Ken Winters, RMurray, arc working to get the University's projects included in the
fmal budget.
"We believe, as (the budget) goes
through the process, that some projects will be included that weren't in
the governor's proposal, and the
governor is prepared to support the

see OFFICIALS I 3

Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher

Grand jury
indicts
MSU
student

Rainy Days

Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Nick T ompkins, sophomore from Louisville, sails down a makeshift Slip 'n Slide Thursday afternoon in the Q.uad. He and five
of his Sigma Chi fraternity brothers used plastic sheets, dish liquid and the day's rainy conditions to make the slide.

Legislature considers increasing minimum wage
Christopher Hodes
Contributing Writer
Miranda Morris, junior from Pickneyville, Til., makes sandwiches and
operates a cash register for Quizno's,
yet she still fmds herself relying on
her parents for money.
''My parents have to support me
because what I make at Quizno's
isn't enough to pay bills," Morris
said. "I make enough for spending
money, but that's it."
The House Labor and Industry
Committee approved a measure Jan.
24 that would raise the state's minimum wage from $5.15 to $6 an hour
this year and to $6.50 in 2007.
If the General Assembly passes
the legislation and Gov. Ernie Fletcher signs it into law, it would be the
first increase since 1997.
Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton, introduced House Bill 378 and said a minimum wage increase is long overdue.
"There is no way that anyone can
support a family or even themselves
on today's wage," Gray said.
Similar legislation was introduced

in 2005 and passed the House Labor
and Industry Committee. However,
it did not make it to the floor.
Out of the 21 co-sponsors ofHouse
Bill 378, 19 are Democrats and two
are Republicans.
Six amendments have been added
to the bill since it was introduced.
The Kentucky Retail Federation
opposes an increase in the state minimum wage, according to its Web
site. The organization fears companies will be forced to cut jobs and
raise prices to compensate for the
additional labor costs.
''That's an age old argument,"
Gray said. "There is no evidence that
what (opponents) are saying is true."
Many Murray State students
approve of the proposed increase.
Shay Sturgeon, junior from Benton, decorates cakes at Wal-Mart,
but she has a hard time making car
payments since she supports herself
fmancially.
"Minimum wage is not enough to
sustain the standard of Jiving, even
in this area," said Sturgeon, who has
to live at home even though she

would prefer to stay on campus. "It
definitely has to be raised."
Lamarr Baucom, junior from Paducah, works two on-campus jobs to
make ends meet but has a somewhat
different view of a minimum wage
increase.
"I would support a raise if people
that make more than minimum wage
also received a salary raise by a certain percentage," said Baucom, who
makes more than $5.15 an hour.
Seventeen states and the District
of Columbia already have minimum
wages higher than the federal rate,
according to the U.S. Department of
Labor.
Like Kentucky, 25 other states tie
their minimum wage law with the
federal law. Six states have no mandated minimum wage, and two states
have minimum wages less than the
federal level,
In Ohio and Kansas, the Fair Labor
Standards Act protects employees
who work for certain businesses,
including hospitals, schools and gover nment agencies. T hese employees
receive at least SSJ5 an hour.

State Minimum Wages
• Washington
• Oregon
• Connecticut
• Vermont
• Alask._
• California
• Massachusetts
• New York
.• Hawaii
• Illinois
• Maine
• Florida
• Delaware
• Minnesota
• New Jersey
••Wisconsin
•OhiO'>
• Kansas

$7.63
$7.50

$Vl0
$7.2$

$7.15
$6.75
$6.75
$6.75
$6.75
$650
$6.50
$6.40
$6.15

$6.15
$6.15

$5.70
$4.25
$2.65

U.S. Department oflabor

A Calloway County grand jury on Friday returned four indictments, including
the capital offense of wanton murder,
against Murray State sophomore Burgess
Harrison Yonts.
The charge of wanton murder alleges
someone acted under circumstances manifesting extreme indifference to the va1ue
of human life. According to the indictment, Yonts committed the offense by
operating a motor vehicle in a manner
that created a "grave risk of death" to
Nadia Shahin, graduate student from
Egypt.
The grand jury also returned with an
indictment for driving under the influence, leaving the
scene of an accident
and for tampering
with physical evidence, a Class D
felony.
The second count
of the indictment of
tampering with physical evidence alleges
Yonts intentionally
destroyed, mutilated,
concealed, removed
BU~lless
or altered physical
Hamson evidence that he
Yonts
believed would be
used in an investigation.
After the indictment, officials re-arrested Yonts. who was out on a $25,000 cash
bond. He posted an additional $16,000 and
was released Friday again on bond.
Yonts, from Greenville, originally was
charged with second degree manslaughter in connection with the pedestrian
death of Nadia Shahin. Officials discovered Shahin's body about 6:30 a.m. Nov. ll
in a ditch on Coldwater Road.
According to Detective Kendra Smith's
affidavit, which was filed prior to Yonts'
first arrest, she found a silver car mirror
lying around Shahin's body at the scene
and traced it to Yonts.
Detective Tom Baily took the mirror to
Parker Ford on Main Street. The dealership traced the part to a 2000·02 Lincoln

ts.

Smith a1so noticed a maroon mark on
the car, which matched Shahin's pants.
Detectives discovered keys to the Lincoln
on a table in Yonts' room at his Cambridge II apartment.
Mike Garland, Calloway County coroner, pronounced Shahin dead later that
morning and determined the cause of
death was blunt force trauma to the face
and neck..
Yonts' attorney is Mark Blankenship
and McCracken County Commonwealth
Attorney Tim Ka1tenbach plans to prosecute tbe case after Calloway Coun ty
Commonwealth Attorney Gale Cook
asked to be removed as prosecutor
because she knows Yonts' father.
Yonts is still enrolled at Murray State.
Yonts is scheduled for arraignment at 9
a.m. Monday in Calloway Circuit Court.
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Jessica Brown, senior from Paducah, works on the lathe in the w ood·
shop. She is working on a gum drop drawer for her children's game
table, which will be part of h er upcoming Senior Art Show.

Diversity listserv informs
public of upcoming events

Singer/ songwriter sings at
Wrather Museum Mon~ay

The Marvin D. Mills Multicultural Center
and the Equal Opportunity Office created a
listserv to inform students and the campus
community of upcoming multicultural
events.
The Diversity Listserv will report news
about programs from various groups,
including the multicultural center, National
Pan-Hellenic Council and Black Student
Council.
Anyone interested can respond to ash·
lcy.ellison@lmurraystate.edu.

Award-winning folk singer/songwriter
Cosy Sheridan will give Murray State a
sample of her music and stories at 7 p.m.
Monday at Wrather Museum.
Sheridan will perform her one-woman
show, "The Pomegranate Seed," a two-act
narrative of songs and monologue.
Admission is free. For more informa·
tion, call 762-3140.

National caucus sponsors
Read-In activities in area
The Black Caucus will sponsor the 17th
annual National African-American ReadIn Monday at various area locations.
One location will be 4 to 6 p.m. at Murray City Public Library on Main Street.
Another event will be at 8 p.m. at Hester
College.
Officials encourage schools, churches,
libraries, bookstores, community and professional organizations to participate in
the event.
...
for more it:~formation or to participate
in the Read-In, contact Doris Saunders at
762-5374 or Doris Cella at 762-4110.

Center offers workshops
aiding in computer issues
The Apex Center will offer free student workshops during February.
Workshops include Introduction to
Word :md Powcrpoint, T ips and Tricks
for Windows XP, Free Security Tools
and Intro. to OneNotc.
The Apex Center is a public computer
lab for all students located at J07 N. Oakley Applied Science Building.
For
more
information,
e-mail
llpcx(u'murraystate.cdu or call 762-6957.
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5:45a.m. A caller found an aban·
doncd backpack in the parking lot
at 15th Street and Olive Boulevard.
An ofticcr picked up the item and
loggt.•d it in Public Safety's lost and
found. The officer unsuccessfully
attempted to contact the o\\'OCr of
the vehicle beside which the bag
was found.
•
12:31 p.m . An officer issued a verbal warning at Five Points for
improper equipment. An officer
also obtained a Raccrcard from the
driver, who no longer needed it.
1:12 p.m. A caller reported an individual was hyperventilating and
sick in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Emergency Medical Services transported the individual.
5 p.m. A caller reported a single
car traffic accident without injury
at the Roundabout. The driver hit a
sign. The vehicle was not damaged.
An incident report was taken. Cen·
rral Plant was notified of the fallen
sign.
8:22 p.m. A caller reported stu·
dents burning a picture outside
Springer College. The Murray Fire
Department and Central Plant
were notified, but neither responded. A fire report was taken. The
state fire marshal was notified.

were under 21. and Housing
destroyed evidence before offi·
cer's arrival.
2:48 a.m. A caller reported three
males in College Courts kicking
vehicks. The subjects were gone
upon officer's arrival.
2:59a.m . Subjects on the sixth and
seventh floors of Hart College
were screaming at individuals
walking past the building. T he
front desk worker would send a
rover to advise subjects to keep
the noise down.
9:18 p.m. A caller requested an
officer to assist with an intoxicated subject. Two individuals were
escorted from Murray State for
alcohol possession and intoxicat ion.
11:42 p.m. An officer arrested
Nathan Clark. 19. fre~hman from
Louisville, for driving under the
influt.•nce, and issued a citation for
possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia. The officer also
cited Madeline Don, sophomore of
Waddy, and Deshone Davie, freshman of St. Louis, for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

Sunday, Jan. 29

Services reported two black pick
up trucks parked in front of the
credit union. Two students occupied the vehicles and were waiting:
for their employer to open the
building for them.

Tuesday, Jan. 31
12 a .m. A caller requested Emergency Medical Services for an
unconscious student in Elizabeth
College. EMS did not transport the
individual. An information report
was taken.
12:24 a.m. Matthew Hisch, 21,
non-student of Murray, was
arrested in Eli7.abeth College for
alcohol intoxication and indecent
exposure.
•
1:36 a .m. An officer served a war-·
rant on Hisch for failure to appear
from Calloway County.
9:31 a .m. An officer found money
by the rear door outside Public
Safety. A report was taken.

Wednesday, Feb. 1
12:20 a.m. Officers found the
north door of Franklin College and
south door of Richmond College
propped
open.
Everything
appeared normal, and officers
secured the doo rs.
11:19 a .m . A caller from Oakley
Applied Science requested Emergency Medical Services. An individual was blacking out. EMS was
notified, but the person refused_
transport.
3:10p.m. A caller from Clark College reported a strange odor at the
front of the College. The officer.
was unable to detect thee odor's
source.
3:25 p .m. An individual reported
money stolen from his gym bag at
the wellness center. A report was
taken, and the incident is under
investigation.
U:19 p.m. The residence director
at Clark College reported a resid~·nt in the college asked to speak
with an officer about an assault. A
report was taken.

3:38 a.m. A caller from White College reported a possible sexual
assault. A report was taken and
sent to the record management
Friday, Jan. 27
1:U a.m . A caller from Regents system.
3:59 a .m. A caller repor ted a bike
College reported possession of
hanging from a stop sign in front
alcohol by a minor. Officials
of Franklin College. The bike was
referred the individual to Housing.
and alcohol was destroyed before recovered and entered on the
recovered bike form.
officer arrived. An information
3:48p.m. A caller from the Curris
report was taken.
Center reported a deceased animal
12:05 p .m . The Grounds Crew at
the stadium parking lot found in the grass by the road. Central
Plant was notified.
property that had beeh reported .
10:16
p.m. A caller from White
stolen. A case was opened, and the
College
reported a group of people
incident is under investigation.
in the parking lot sword fighting
1:17 p.m. An officer reported a
motor vehicle struck a pedestrian with sticks. The caller said the
subjects may hit somcone's vehiwho was crossing the intersection
at 16th and Chestnut streets. Emer- cle. Subjects were gone upon officer's arrival.
gency Medical Services and the
Murray Police Department were
notified. The individual was trans·
Monday, Jan. 30
ported to the Murray-Callaway
Motorist assists - 2
County Hospital Emergency 1:09 p.m . An individual reported a Racer escorts _ 4
vehicle was hit in the parking lot Arrests _ 2
Room.
behlnd Waterfield Library. An
officer gave the suhject a self acciSatur d ay, an. 28
dent report.
•
2:33a.m. A Qldi.,.U,JF~Uested~~..ii[YY.AJtl~ ~
mation" frdrr/ an pfJicer"' reia~ng •;toql(hiepo-t:fi'Orti1{13SSfure.identi· •71he Murroy State News compiles
alwhol found :in""Regcntste611ege !f dieft:.
\: ~
Pnlic~ Beat with materials Public
residents' room. The residents 7:58 p .m. A call~r from General Safety provid<>s.

J

The Murray State News staff compiles
Campus Briefly. lfyou would like to submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone 7624480.

Alpha Delta Pi would like to recognize the following sisters:
Newly Appointed Officers
President - Joanie Balbach
Executive VP - Meagan Hensley
Recruitment VP - Elizabeth Cawein
Membership Education VP - Hilary
Edwards
VP Finance- Rachel Blackburn
Standards - Hillarie Shields
Social - Misty Hays
Panhellenic Delegate - Amanda Hemingway
New Member Coordinator- Julie Musko

Recording Secretary - Bonnie Frye
Corresponding Secretary - Elizabeth Scott
Philanthropy- Erica Richie
Scholarship - Holly \Villson and Sarah
Balbach
Music · Megg Berry
Guard - Andi Denney
Sports- Becca Vance
Spirit - Paulina Combow
PR - Kelly .Rottman

Welcome To Our New Alphas
Elizabeth Lee
Elizabeth Murray

Hannah Speer
Miranda Turner

Congratulations To Our Newly
Initiated Delta Members
Sarah Furtkamp
Elizabeth Scott
Whitney Kelsey

Lindsey Franklin
Audrey Baugh
Cahe rine Oettel

Delta Pi

FIRSI: RNES1 FOREVER. SING 1851.

Chaplain - Lindsey Franklin
Property - Kori Geary
Historian - Leah Wood
Gift Mart - Sarah Balbach
Formal Recruitment - Caitlyn Ikenberry
Rec. Info. - Nicole Hartman
Leadership - Sarah Wunderlin
Panhellenic Officer - Megan Dodson
Panhellenic Reps. - Becca Whitfill &
Sarah Furtkamp
Alumnae Relations - Megan Dodson

Engagements. Lavaliers ana Pearls
Jessica Ferguson
Andrea Nail
Catherine Oettel
Becca Whitfill

4.0 Graae Point Averages
Elizabeth Cawein
Jessica Crockett
Andi Denney
Lindsey Flowers
Amanda Harris
Alli Mize
Jenny Naes

Beth Brockman

Alison Marshall

First. Finest. Forever.
~

.

Diane Nunn
Holly Willson
Sherri Anderson
Kayla Breen
Sarah Furtkamp
E lizabeth Scott
Leah Wood

Thanks To Our Advisors For Their
Continuea Support Ana Dedication

I

I

Emily C hristopher
C aitly n Ikenberry
Jill McCall
Kortni Reese

__

,

Wendy Tudor
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Officials consider CPE changes

Attention Graduate ~tudents

From Pagel
work of the legislature in balancing the needs of the universities.," Crall said.
Winters said action on the
Hill has been constant since
Fletcher's proposal as the legislature begins its deliberations.
"This is the single most time
consuming issue we deal with
during the (legislative) session," Winters said.
'
While the proposal remains
in the House. he said the Senate
is working behind the scenes so
senators are organized when it
passes to their chamber.
That includes, of course,
working to get Murray State's
projects in the budget. However, he also plans to speak with
CPE officials in hopes of altering criteria used for fund distribution.
One of CPE's main criteria is
enrollment, but if the organization accepts Winters' proposal,
then "quality issues" like graduation rates and student performance also would factor
into allocation.
With Murray State's numbers in those areas. he !laid the
University could receive more
funding.
"I just want (students, alumni and friends) to know that ... I
will always be one to go the
extra mile for Murray State,"
Winters said.
John McGary, press secretary for Speaker of the House
Jody Richards, 0 -Bowling
Green, said Richards also plans
to support Murray State.
However, Richards also must
work to get more funding for
his district's Western Kentucky
University.
"The speaker is going to try

~~~~~~~~~~~~~x

Applications for Masler's Degrees to
be conferred in May '2006 and
<£>prlng Comprehensive
Exam Applicalions

DEADLINE:
February 17, 2006_
X

X

forms are available from
Graduate Admissions in
&parks Hall or online at
www.murrayslalc.edu/rcgistrar/
grnd-degrec-app.htm

&·
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"This is the single most time
consuming issue we deal
with during the (legislative)
session. ,,
Sen. Ken Winters
R-Murray

very hard to see that Murray
gets the third phase funding for
the science building," McGary
said Wednesday. "He expects
to be talking with Murray officials in the next few days."
Behind the scenes perhaps
more than the legislators is
lnterim University President
Kern Alexander, who spent
most of the week in Frankfort
talking with General Assembly
members.
Alexander still asks why
Murray State projects were disregarded in the proposal.
"Everyone I've talked to even Republicans and even
Democrats - they cannot
understand why Murray State
was sabotaged like this,"
Alexander said.
However, one of his chief
concerns is the respective 1.1
percent and 0.6 percent
increases in base funding for
the next two fiscal years.
With the rate of inflation at
3.4 percent, he said the University is in for a struggle if it does
not receive more fu nding.
"We can't make a decent
budget," Alexander said. "We
can't give raises. It's forcing us,
to have any type of competitive

university, to tax students for
their own education.
"It's something we don't
want to do, and no good government continues to force students to pay for their own education without assistance."
Alexander said he had met
with more than 50 legislators
during his time in Frankfort.
"We haven't given up,''
Alexander said. "We're working very hard with the legislature. We think that in spite of
Robbie Rudolph and Ernie
Fletcher, we might get money
back in this budget.
"We certainly hope that we
wouldn't be in the position to
tax students or of cutting programs."
Alexander will present the
status of the budget situation to
the University and Murray
communities at 1:30 p.m. today
in the Curris Center Theater.
Alexander said Wednesday
Fletcher plans to visit Calloway
County Saturday to award a
grant.
Melvin Henley declined to
comment on the budget.
Phone calls to Regent Vickie
T ravis and F. King Alexander
were not returned.

Play at Nick's Family Sport's Pub
Every Tuesday Night 7 p.m. til 9 p.m.
Teams of 4 Players Compete for Top Prizes
Weekly Prizes & Grand Prizes for Top Teams
1st Place ... over $2700 Per Team ($660 Per Person)
2nd Place = over $400 Per Team ($1 oo Per Person)
3rd Place = over $200 Per T~am ($50 Per Person)
Teams Will Pre-Qualify Nightly To Play

Register Your Team at Nick's or Onl1ne

.
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JIM BAURER OUTSTANDING STAFF
SERVICE AWARD

For recognition of a staff member who has gone above and
beyond the call ofprescribed duty and shown exceptional
dedication with regard to the students ofMurray State
University.

Max Carman
Outstanding Teacher Award
For recognition of teaching excellence as evidenced by his/her
effectiveness and ability to motivate and inspire students in the
classroom and outside the classroom.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

I, _ _______,_______, would like to
nominate
for the award.

Please complete the following information.
I ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , would like to
nominate
for the award.

1. What area does the staff member work in?
2. What qualities do you feel this staff person
has that w ould qualify him/her for this award?

1.

In what department does the faculty member teach? _ __ __

2.

Have you had them in class? If so, what class? - - - - - - -

3.

Is he/she readily available for assistance outside of class?_ _ __

4.

What qualities do you feel this teacher has that would qualify them
for this award for outstanding classroom performance?_ _ _ __

(Nominee must have five (5) years full-time employment at MSU.)

(Nominee must have four years teaching experience at MSU)

Student's Signature._________ _ Date._ _ _ __
Major
Phone._ _ _ _ __
Student's
Signature.______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date._______
Major_______________ Phone,_ _ _ _ __

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON, FEBRUARY 28, 2006
PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY
RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON, FEBRUARY 28, 2006.
PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY
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OPINION

Opinion Edito r : RC>ckdle Gray

Ph one: 762-4468

University Challenge
College prerequisites set educational standards
Do you think
Murray State classes
are challenging?
"Yes. lt is a lot
harder than high
school. You
actually have to
make yourself go
to class and go to
bed so you don't
sleep during
classes."
Brittany Brandon
freshman, Clsrlrsvi/18, Term

"Yes. College
courses are fairly
difficult because
students have to
begin a higher
level of learning,
and that's not
always easy."
Chad Piercy
freshman, Slaughters

"No. It just
depends on the
professor's
teachi ng style and
the student's
interest in the
class."
Amber Blake
freshman. Clarl!svllle, Tenn

"The classes
aren't that difficult as long as
you pay attention
and study out of
class. T here is.
however, the
occasional difficult professor."
Trey Westrich
freshmen. Benton, Mo.

Erin Cummins/Tht.' News

THE- ~~y
State

NEWS

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
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Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief/Interim News Editor •
762-6877

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor • 762-4468

Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor • 762-4468
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The staff editorial is the majority
opinion ofthe editorial board ofThe
Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.

During senior year of high
school, prospective college students start looking for universities and colleges they might
attend after graduation.
Students will make their decision based on different criteria:
athletics, scholarships, location
and tuition all play into their
choices.
However, receiving an education is the most important reason .for attending college, and it
should be given the most consid
eration.
Admission applications are
very important to universities'
selection p rocess. GPAs and
ACT or SAT scores are very
important for acceptance.
The University's admissions
standards requires students to
have at least an 18 composite
ACT score and a cumulative 3.0
GPA for admittance.
Western Kentucky University
requires a 20 composite ACT or
a 930 SAT score, and the University of Louisville's average
GPA for. incoming freshman is
9

process.
average
incoming freshman class has an
ACT score between 22 and 27
and a high school cumulative 3.3
to 3.9 GPA.
While Murray State has the
lowest
admission requirements
2.67.
for ACT and SAT scores, does
Because of the number of
that mean the quality of educaapplicants, the University of
tion is less than other Kentucky
Kentucky has a more selective universities?

.

,.,.

Joe Hedges
AdViser • 762-2998

The Murray State News strives to be the
University commumty's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News Is a designated
public forum. Student editors have authority to
make all content decisions w1thout censorsh1p
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on teaming environment for students
interested In journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, Its editors should
develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and
edited by students. Th~ f1rst copy of The Murray State News is free . Additional copies are
available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

(

•

arc required to take remedial classes to help them prepare
for upper level college courses.
However, if the University
sets low requirements for applicants, what does that say about
the education they are providing
to current students?
Murray State should challenge
its incoming and current students to set higher goals.

RoUND TABLE co

Do you think the gove~ment should behable to tap
individuals' search engines without a warrant?
"Bush already taps our phones
without a warrant; isn't that
enough?"
"No, I don't think that (President Bush)
should be able to know what we usc Google or
other search engines for because you can't
assume intent based on a search keyword. I
don't want the FBI knocking down my door
because I'm researching terrorism, bombs or
child abuse. Besides, Bush already taps our

Anti-war activists idea
similar to other groups
I found Janet Robb's characterization of protesters seen recently at a
soldier's funeral services as "antiwar activists" to be misleading.
The group Robb writes about is the
Westboro Baptist Chu rch from Tope·
ka, Kan., led by Fred Phelps.
Phelps runs the Web site god.batesfags.com and said the death of
U.S. soldiers in Iraq is "God's revenge
on a country that accepts homosexuality."
I think Lumping this group of
screwballs in with the legitimate
"anti-war activists" sends an unfair
and biased message.
David Mangum
Graduate student
Murray

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager · 762-4478

On
CQJltrary,
ty provides services to help students succeed in college.
Many students have restrictions placed on them after their
acceptance if their GPA or standardize test scores are lower
than the requirements set by the
university.
If students do not have the
required ACT or SAT score,

Column discusses faith
without analyzing sins
In the Jan. 27 issue of The Murray
State News, there was a commentary
"What if... sin did not exist?" After
reading this article, I began to wonder what the writer believed herself.
Does she believe in the concept of sin
or not? She says she is a Christian,
but as a Christian myself, the conct'pt
of sin is the reason Jesus died for us.
How could you believe sin didn't
exist?
The writer defined sin as "a religious or moral law;" however, sin is
not a law. Accordin~ to Fires of
Revival Web site, sin is "the result of
a free moral choice to rebel and dis·
obey God."
Sin is more than just a simple act of
defiance, but is a preferred state of
the heart. The sinner's only real aim

phones without a warrant; isn't that enough?
Justin Burgin
Junjor
Mayfield

"I believe our government has
better things to do than
monitor my Coogle searches."
"Absolutely not! I believe our government
has better things to do than monitor my

and purpose in life is to bring himself
pleasure that totally disregards his
own intelligence and God's right to
rule.
In the column, she asked if babies
are born of sin because they are born
into a sinful world or is it because
they are just born sinful. So I ask,
does a baby really have the ability to
have knowledge or the free will to
make a moral choice? No, it does not.
When a baby is born, it is neither
sinful nor holy. At some point, it will
create and form its own moral character by a free moral choice. If a baby
died, God would never find the baby
guilty of any sin or crime.
According to Matthew 7:1-2, "Do
not judge, or you too will be judged.
For the same way you judge others,
you will be judged, and with the measure you usc, it will be measured to
you." The issue isn't whether judging
is right or wrong, but rather judging
by grace looking for the truth in
God's word rather than what you
think or believe.
If sin did not exist, we would have
a perfect world. God chose out of
Jove to give us free choice. lf sin is
bad, then obviously sin is everywhere. Bad things happen everyday
and we wouldn't know what is bad if
there wasn't an absolute, but that's
why we have Jesus.
We have two choices: to live for
God or to live for ourselves. When
we live for God, we are promised
eternal bliss in a place called heaven.
On the other hand, if we live for ourselves, we are condemned for eternity in hell.
The ABCs to being a Christian are
accepting, believing and confessing.
If sin did not exist, what would you
be confessing?
T he reason why this opinion was
so important to me is because the girl

Google searches. Why not spend my tax dollars on something more usefuJ? For example,
how about taking care of the millions of
homeless people? Maybe even extend the
budget for my college education. But I don't
agree with many of our president's decisions.
So I'm not surprised that 1 don't agree with
this."
Dannie Cain
Junior
Benton

who wrote this column is my sister. I
love her very much and I just pray
that she and others have a clear
understanding that sin does exist and
Jesus died for our sins to save us. So
the question isn't if sin exists, but
what are you doing about it in your
life?
Kayla Gray
Freshman
Princeton

Cartoon angers reader
with political message
The cartoonist for The Murray
State News has joined the insanity.
Yes, that's right. The insanity, led
by Harry Bclafontc and company, has
declared President George W . Bush
and his Republican politics to be no
different than those of Adolf Hilter
and his policies, which slaughtered 11
million people.
However, the cartoon leaves us
with a number of questions.
How is it that President Bush is
compared to Adolf Hilter and not to
communists like Joseph Stalin or
Mao?
On Jan. 22, Parade magazine gave
its yearly listing of "The World's 20
Worst Dictators," which included
Omar Al Pashir, King Jong, Robert
Mugabc. Qaddafi and Castro.
Why was President Bush Mt to be
found on the list? Some of the beliefs
of the Nazi and fascist movements
include state-run s~:bools, nationalized land, industry and property, gun
control, population control, nationalized press and banning religions as "a
danger to the state."
Why haven't any of the beliefs
been found in any of the Republican
platforms?
The cartoon drawn by (name of

cartoonist is unreadable for some
reason; could it be embarrassment or
guilt?) leaves many other questions
unanswered.
Why haven't the two Jewish
Republican members of Congress,
Sen. Norm Coleman of Minnesota
and Rep. Eric Cantor of Virginia, left
the GOP rather than be linked to
President Bush?
Why did 25 percent of Jews vote
for Bush in 2004?
Why has support for the state of
Israel increased while Bush has been
president?
Why did Bush make a memorial
trip to the death camp at Auschwitz?
In other words, there arc no yellow
stars, death camps, Nuremburg laws
and mass exodus of Jewish Ameri·
cans seeking refuge in other coun·
tries.
In other words, Bush won in 2000
and 2004. Get over it!
Michael Skaggs
Freshman
Murray

Write to us
')be Murray State New$ wel·

comes commentaries and letters to
the editor. Letters llhoutd be 300
words or less ~nd nll1$t be
Contributors s hould in<:ludc
addn:sses and phone numbers for
verification, Please include home·
town, classification. title or rela~
tionship to the University.
Commentaries '-hould be limited to 600 words. The Murray
St~te News reserves the rigbl to
edit for style. length and content.

. ed.
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WHAT

IF...
Everyone was
compassionate?
Picture this: You are peacefully driving from your offcampus apartment to school at
9 a.m. for your 9:30 a.m. class.
You left 30 minutes in advance
to get to good parking spot.
You anticipate a good morning.
Then, all
of a sudden, a car
runs the
red light at
16th and
M a i n
when you
are in midturn. You
hit your
breaks and
the seatb e a t
clutches
y o u r
chest.
Rockelle You can't
breathe.
Gray

In My
Opinion

'

However, the other car manages to zip by your car without
hesitation.
In the next five seconds,
your life passes before your
eyes and they look at you like
you have inconvenienced their
day.
It's at this time you would
like to whip your car around,
chase them down and yell
every curse word imaginable
to make them understand what
they just did to you.
However, this is not your
only option.
Option B would be to start
breatrung and contj.nue with
your drive.
Start imagining that the driver in the car was in an emergency and that he or she had to
get somewhere quickly.
If you start thinking that it
was an innocent mistake, then
your frustration will end. What
if it were you and you had to
get somewhere fast? Wouldn't
you want the same respect?
My point is that everyday I
watch people honk their horns

In My

Opinion

Melissa
Kilcoyne
''ALL SHE WAS
GUILTY OF WAS

WEARING A
SIDRTTHAT,
ONE, STATED A
FACT, AND TWO,
ASKED A QUESTION."

In My
Opinion
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and flip drivers off because
they committed a driving
offense.
What about throwing some
compassion their way?
I can promise you the other
person knows what they did
and they're sorry, but what's
done is done and they can't
take it back.
What if this lesson of
patience carried on to other
realms of your life?
What if when things go
wrong, you allow it to happen?
Don't get mad, just delight in
the fact that you recognized it
and were able to be understanding, instead of embarrassing yourself.
I sometimes wonder if people understand the concept of
dignity. Do they even know
what it is?
I wonder if people could see
how they react, if they would
change.
Thought, I am saying people.
I could turn tbe finger back at
myself.
I am just as impatient as
everyone else. Though I am
not the one who would yell at
another driver or catch some~
one's mistakes and point them
out, I know that I can be selfish
sometimes.
But, what if everyone quit
being me, me, me and developed respect for other people
and their lives?
It is obtainable for each person to make a pledge to let go
of the little things in their life
that irritate them and shed
grace on others.
U someone makes a wrong,
feel compassion for that person and hope that one day the
same person will show compassion to you.
It is possible. Just open your
hearts and your mind.

Spread of Democracy
Hamas victory in Palestinian elections
questions Bush's foreign policy agenda
In My
Opinion

Josh Buckman
"BUSH STILL

SAYS BE STANDS
BY HIS
DOCTRINE OF
DEMOCRACY
COMPARING IT
TO A STATE ·
THAT VOTES
OUT A CORRUPT
GOVERNMENT."

The recent election of a solid
majority by Harnas in the Palestinian Parliamentary elections shows
the biggest problem in President
Bush's foreign policy and his plan
to win the war on terrorism.
Since the invasion of Iraq, Bush
has insisted the reason the typical
Middle Eastener who dislikes
America and decide to join the
ranks of Al-Qaeda is because many
Middle Eastern nations do not
have democratic societies.
Bush is not the only person who
supports the notion of imposing
democracy on other nations. with
supposedly bad governments.
Many naive members of the left,
such as British Prime MWster
Tony Blair, believe holding free
elections is necessary and it is the
solution to poverty, oppression
and the health and well being of
the people of the Middle Eastern
nations.
What these supporters of this
flawed policy fail to realize is
democracy is not freedom. Democracy is mob rule where the majority impose their will on everyone

else. Our Founding Fathers knew
this and gave us a Constitution and
a Bill of Rights to safeguard our
personal freedoms.
In the Middle East, many fundamentalist Islamic groups desire to
impose their will on the many by
expelling people with religious
views different from their own.
These minority religions, which
are made up largely of Christians,
protect countries such as Egypt
with undemocratic Leader.
As we have now seen with
Hamas, people in the Arab world
will not necessarily elect a government that will support policies of
western nations.
If free elections are held in
Egypt, there is a strong possibility
that a more radical group could
take control and outlaw Christianity. In fact, it has been suggested
by some conservatives. if Saudi
Arabia held free elections Osama
bin Ladden could be elected president.
If the reason the United States
remains unpopular in the Middle
East is because the countries in

that part of the world do not have
democracy, shouldn't the Palestinians have chosen a more prowestern government?
Despite the results of the Palestinian elections, Bush still says he
stands by his doctrine of democracy comparing it to a state that
votes out a corrupt government.
But the actions of his administration seem to suggest that Bush
does not really believe what he
says about democracy. Secretary
of State Condoleeza Rice has stated that America, along with its
European allies, will not give aid to
a Hamas government.
In fact, Congress has debated
whether to cut off all aid.
These actions greatly undermine the administration's policy
towards democracy and the supposed reason why over 2.200
American soldiers have died ln
Iraq.

.Josh Buckman is a post-baccalaureate history major from Bardwell.
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Rockelle Gray is the opmton
editor for The Murray State
News.

Arrest at State of the Union conflicts with First Ainendment
Citizens who are invited to the president's State of the Union address seem to
forfeit certain First Amendment freedoms,
namely freedom of expression.
At least that's the message officials sent
when police arrested peace activist Cindy
Sheehan Tuesday in the Capitol lobby for
refusing to cover up a shirt reading "2,245
Dead. How many more?"
Sheehan did not attempt to cause a
scene or become violent. She simply exercised a right the U.S. Constitution expressly grants. Sheehan used a T -shirt to por~
tray her message quietly.
According to stories from CNN.com
and FOXNEWS.com, Sheehan did not simply show up to the Capitol to protest the
president, or anything else for that matter.
Rep. Lynn Woolsey, D·Calif., invited Sheehan as one of her guests. When Capitol
police saw her shirt and asked her to cover
it, they explained such displays were not
allowed in the House chamber.
Exactly what kind of displays would
those be? Displays that expressed a political message? Displays on regular T -shirts?
Any writing on shirts?
When arresting Sheehan on charges of
unlawful conduct, officials described

Sheehan as a protester. However, she was protest rally with participants screaming
not formally protesting anything. All she insults. There were simply two women
was guilty of was wearing a shirt that, one, who wore T-shirts with political messtated a fact and, two, asked a question. sages. However, even they were not treatAfter being held for four hours, officials ed equally.
My next problem comes with another
released Sheehan.
Though Sheehan was the only attendant "guest," and I lose the term loosely. A dog
arrested at the State of the Union, others was permitted to sit in on the president's
address while two women were not. What
seemed to cause a scene as well.
Beverly Yong, wife of Rep. C.W. Bill does that say for our rules of decorum on
Young, R-Fla., also was removed from the the Hill?
Rex, a 5-year-old German shepherd,
gallery. She sported a T-shirt that read,
"Support our Troops - Defending Our came to the address as one of Laura Bush's
Freedom."
guests. According to news reports, Rex
Despite what seems like a similar helped the military sniff out bombs in Iraq.
offense. Yong was asked only to leave and ·I have no problem with Laura Bush invitwas not arrested. I am not advocating the ing the dog. My issue comes with those
way either woman was treated. Both great rules of decorum in the House.
Apparently, the rules will not allow peoactions run contrary to the U.S. Constitution. I have no problem \vith House offi- ple to express political thoughts through
cials setting up various rules of decorum T -shirts with messages but will allow anifor the hallowed building. What I do have mals to sit in on the State of the Union.
I have nothing against animals or Rex,
a very large problem with, however, is
when those rules run afoul to freedoms but I find it quite troubling the same rules
guaranteed to citizens in the First Amend- that permit someone from wearing a particular article of clothing will allow a dog
ment.
Both women were invHed guests who in the House chamber.
were there for the purpose of hearing the
Let's consider the logistics for a
president's speech. There was not a moment. A dog in the House chamber

could cause a number of problems. lt
could become nervous around a large
number of people and try to run around
the chamber. It could begin to bark loudly
in the middle of an important speech.
On the other hand, two women in Tshirts could cause no real harm. In fact,
had everyone simply disregarded those
messages, they wouldn't be as wellknown.
Though some may point to the location
as a reason for someone to lose First
Amendment rights, but that is simply
ridiculous. Of all places for someone's
rights to be violated, it should not be on
Capitol Hill.
The House chamber is a place of great
controversy and, hopefully, robust debate,
yet some messages seem contrary to
House rules. I suppose those who stood
and clapped when the president mentioned Congress not passing his Social
Security initiative last year should just be
proud they were not arrested or asked to
leave, too. After all, it was quite a demonstration.
Melissa Kilcoyne is the editor in chief of
The Murray State News.

Animation owner sells company to Disney for $7 billion in stock shares
"Steve Jobs has done more than double his net worth in this tiny sell."
It is the biggest story in the business world in 2006.
The Walt Disney Co. purchased the animation studio
Pixar from Steve Jobs for seven billion dollars of Disney
stock.
Steve Jobs has done more than double his net worth in
this tiny sell. He single-handedly made himself the largest
owner of Disney stock at 51 percent.
However, this is just the beginning for Apple and Disney. With the new release of the Video iPod, Jobs has the
world of media at his fingertips.
Already conquering the universe of online music, Jobs
has inherited the control of networks such as ABC and
ESPN.
It is fair to say that this was a good move for Jobs, but

it is an even better move for Apple product users and Disney fans all over the world.
Now that micro-manager Michael Eisner is out of the
question for Disney, the creative minds of Jobs and new
Disney CEO Bob lger are about to combine forces to
make Disney better than ever.
As for Apple. iPod will soon be able to download television shows and movies. iPod owners can now download Beavis and Butthead along with older seasons of
South Park.
But, what about another engineer of new technology.
That monopolistic "pioneer" of Microsoft is sitting in
the corner. sucking his thumb and crying for mommy
because he damn wen knows that Jobs is slowly taking

over Gates' world.
The only reason BiU Gates even invented Windows was
because he stole the idea from Jobs and the flrst Macintosh.
Simply put, big things are happening and big changes
are being made. Walt Disney is about to make an epic leap
into the future of entertainment.
Apple is about to dominate the world of computing and
electronic media, and besides Jobs, the whole world is
going to benefit from it.
Except for Bill Gates, I really, really hate that guy.
]im Burch is a sophomore professional writing major from
Collinsville, fll.
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Bill allows nurses to write prescriptions
Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
ewuc:hner@lthcnews.org

A new bill allowing advanced practice
nurses to prescribe potentially addictive
medications passed the Kentucky Senate
Tuesday, but it still has to pass in the
House of Representatives.
According to the bitl, advanced practice
nurses. which include nurse practitioners,
nurse anesthetists, nurse midwives and
clinical nurse specialists, may write prescriptions for potentially addictive medications after working with a doctor for a
year and obtaining a physician's agreement. This agreement can limit what types
of prescriptions nurse practitioners may
write.
Potentially addictive medications
include narcotics and cough syrup with
codeine.
Sen. Daniel Mongiardo, 0-Hazard, said
the law will help nurse practitioners in
rural areas because they will not need a

physician's approval to prescribe medications.
"It's going to increase the ability of our
nurse practitioners to treat out patients,"
Mongiardo said.
Government officials began working on
this bill several years ago. Mongiardo said
those against it feared a turf battle
between nurse practitioners and other
physicians.
Other lawmakers questioned the possibility of more drugs on the street. Daniel
Mongiardo said other states passed laws
like this one and have not experienced
many problems.
"We're here for the patient," Mongiardo
said. "The question is, how does this affect
the patient? If it affects the patient in a
positive manner, then we should be for it."
Although the new la\v does not affect
the course load for students. Marcia
Hobbs, chair of the nursing program, said
nursing students must take a pharmacology course, which explains the different
types of drugs, how they work and what to

prescribe for what disorder.
Mongiardo said he supports the bill
because nurse practitioners have
improved and increased health care.
"My belief is that if someone is welltrained and qualified and that there is
oversight to make sure no problems arise,
then we should allow professionals to
practice their profession," Mongiardo said.
The bill passed the Senate Tuesday and
now goes to the KentuckY, House of Representatives. If Gov. Ernie Fletchl'r
approves. the bill will take effect in fuly.
Kentud.-y is une of onlf four states that
do not allow nurse practitioners to prescribe potentially addictive medications.
photo illustration by Vdm!S~3 Chlldcrs/The

Nt'I\S

A bill before the Kentucky General Assembly will give advance
practice nurses expansive power
in writing prescriptions if passed
and signed into law.
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College Council President for more
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Literacy low among collegians Congressional vote confirms
Students fail basic tests
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield<gthi!ncws.org
Can you estimate if your car has
enough gas to get to the servicl! sta·
tion? Or compare the cost per
ounce of food at the grocery store?
According to a study of literacy
on college campuses. most college
students cannot.
The American Institutes for
Research released study results Jan.
19 that found more than 50 percent
of students at four-year institutions
cannot perform complex literacy
tasks.
The survey was given to 1,827
students at public and private
schools and has a sampling error
margin of plus or minus 3 percent.
"A report like that can be mis·
leading," said Sarah Appleton, associate professor of English. "There
arc several types of literacy. fifty.
percent seems to be an cxtraordi·
nary high amount to me:·
Appleton teaches students at all
levels, including graduate students.

She said the English majors she
teaches are more than competent in
their literacy skills.
The survey tested three types of
literacy: analyzing news stories and
other prose, understanding documents and applying basic math
skills.
Most students at four-year
schools could perform moderately
challenging tasks like locating a
point on a map and calculating the
cost of ordering office supplies.
Almost 20 percent of four-year
college students had basic quantita·
tive skills. Students scored higher
when they took classes that chal·
Jenged them to apply theories to
practical problems or weigh com·
peting arguments.
The average literacy of college
students is significantly higher than
that of adults across the nation.
Appleton attributed this to an
increase in college-aged students
pursuing higher education.
However, Associate Provost Sandra Jordan said via e-mail a Council
for Postsecondary Education report

Samuel Alita as llOth justice

found high school students are
coming to college less prepared for
the literacy challenges.
"Nearly half of recent Kentucky
high school graduates who enrolled
in a public postsecondary institution were not prepared for collegelevel work in English, reading or
mathematics," Jordan said.
To help these students, she said,
Murray State requires those with
lower testing scores to take remedial classes.
"We must make sure that we are
all in this together ... and that the
collegiate expectations arc reasonable," Jordan said. "(We must make
sure) that the high school curriculum brings the students up to the
levels anticipated by the colleges."
Also to help improve general student literacy, Jordan said Murray
State pays particular attention to
turning out quality future educators.
"lt is important for the state to
attract the best and brightest of our
high school students into the teaching profession," Jordan said.
The .s tudy can be found at
http://www.air.org.

Christopher Hodes
Contributing Writer
President George W. Bush delivered his
televised State of the Union address Tuesday hours after the U.S. Senate confirmed
Samuel Alfto to become the llOth justice
on the U.S. Supreme Court.
Alito, Bush's nominee to replace retired
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, received a
58-42 confirmation.
Sen. Majority Leader Bill Frist, R·Tennessee, thanked Bush for nominating Alito
to serve. He said Alito deserved a scat on
the country's highest court.
"It is a scat TL'Served for few but that
impacts millions," Frist told Alito on the
Senate floor before the confirmation vote.
MMay the Constitution and the rule of law
be the light that illuminates each case that
comes before you."
Democratic Sens. John Kerry and Ted
Kennedy from Massachusetts led a last
minute filibuster attempt Monday to pre·
vent a vote on Alito.
However, the movement failed to attract
support when 72 senators voted to invoke
cloture, ending five days of floor debate.
In a statement Kerry posted on his Web

The Associated Press contributed
to this story.

site. johnkerry.com, he said the American
people cannot trust Alito to be unbiased.
"We can't trust him to stand up to government abuse of power," Kerry said. "We
can't trust him to ensure all citizens enjoy
equal protection under the law. We can't
trust him to protect our right to privacy.
We can't trust him to defend mainstream
American values."
Winfield Rose, professor of government,
law and international affairs, said Bush
enjoyed the same discretion uf other presidents in choosing his justice nominees. In
response to Kerry's comments, Rose said
the senator would have used that same
rationale had he been elected in 2004.
''Alito is a good man, a good nominee,
and I am glad he was confirmed," Rose
said. "The (Democratic) attacks nrc scurrilous and despicable."
Bush's first nominee to replace O'Connor was John Roberts. His nomination was
withdrawn and he was renominated to
replace Chief Justice William Rehnquist
after Rehnquist died Sept. 3. Roberts was
confirmed 26 days later after n 7H-22 vote.
Bush also nominated White House
counsel Harriet Miers to replace O'Con·
nor, but her nomination was withdrawn.

New fraternity guidelines
restrict number of guests
Emily Wuc:hner
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Murray State Greek organi·
zations must follow new
guidelines when hosting partics involving alcohol.
According to the new guidelines, each active or new member may invite only two
guests. The guest list may not
exceed the fire marshal capacity of the building in use and
member names must be submitted prior to the party.
At least three active members must serve as event mon·
itors and watch for underage
drinkers, impaired individuals
and potential trouble. These
individuals must be clearly
identified and cannot consume
alcohol while monitoring.
Jeff Utley. Interfraternity
Council president, said he
expected more restrictions
than were passed.
"I think that this is a good
decision," Utley said. "l think
we'll be able to pick it up and
run with it and be able to promote the other aspects of
Greek life besides partying."
With the rules, come new
penalties: The first offense for
underage drinking or guest list
violations may result in chapters only inviting individuals
21 or older, and depending on
the offense. sanctions may be
more severe.
Student Affairs officials
began discussing revisions to

for
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the rules during winter break.
Mike Young, assistant vice
president of Student Affairs,
said no specific event sparked
the changes. He said sometimes non-Greek members
cause problems at the parties.
By implementing these rules.
Greeks may bt..• mort.• selective.
"We've had a social event
policy for some time, but it
was a work in progress,"
Young said.
University officials also met
with the presidents and gov·
erning bodies of the organiza·
tions. who understand and
support the change.
"I think the Greeks understand that we have their be::;t
interests in mind when we
request they follow their ril'k ...
management policy," Young
said.
Young said the new policies
tie into the national risk man·
agemert guidelines for each
Greek organization. By estab·
lishing these guidelines, the
University may come to an
overall consensus applicable
to all Greek groups.
"We are always wanting ro
make sure we arl' providinK
the right assistance tn the
Greeks," Young said.
Casey Humkcy, Panhcllcnic
council president,'said if mcm·
hers take responsibility for
their actions, it will better
implement the new guidelines.
Said Humkey: "As long as
we support each other and
agree, it will be fine."
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Cainpus community kicks off Black History Month
Coretta Scott·King's death
tempers celebrations
Paulina Combow
Contributing Writer
Black History Month began
a low note with the Monday
death of Coretta Scott King,
Martin Luther King Jr.'s widow.
"We lost a major civil rights
icon." said Jamaal Gardner,
junior from Paris, Tenn. "She
went through so much more
than other wives have had to go
through. In a way, her death
makes us focus on her more
now during Ulack History
Month."
King died at a holistic health
center in Mexico while undergoing treatments for ovarian
cancer.
Murray State's celebration of
black history kicked off with
speaker James E. Hubbard, who
spoke Jan. 24 at Freed Curd
Auditorium about the ethical
dilemma: "Do African Americans in science have a responsibility to the nation, or to the
black community?"
The events this year empha-

'OD

size "Blacks in Science." Hub·
bard is a physicist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technolo·
gy and a professor and inventor
with 13 patents. He also was a
friend and classmate of astronaut Ronald McNair, who died
in the Challenger explosion.
Besides speakers, there are
several other events on campus
throughout February and
March students may attend.
According to Biography.com,
Black History Month began as
Negro History Week in 1926
when Carter G. Woodson,
whose parents were slaves,
made it his life goal to portray
blacks positively in American
history.
Woodson chose February
because it includes the birthdays of Abraham Lincoln and
Frederick Douglass, both of
whom made a difference in
black culture.
"African-Americans
have
shaped American culture in
some ways that people typically
aren't familiar with," said Steve

Jones, cliairman of social work,
criminal justice and gerontology. "The southern accent,
southern 'drawl, musical instru·
ments, such as the banjo, came
from Africa. The blues, and jazz
were all African-American
innovations"
Jones, who has been a faculty
member at colleges throughout
the country, said the recognition of Black History Month at
Murray State is a "favorable
comparison in (his) mind, especially in the last two years.
Funding has also been better
this year than in other years."
He wants students to understand the richness and variety
of black culture while attending
events.
According to the most recent
Murray State Fact Book, black
students comprise about 6 percent of the total enrollment.
For more information about
Black History Month, visit the
Marvin D. Mills Multicultural
Center on first floor of the Curris Center.
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Coretta Scott King, widow of civU rights activist Martin Luther King Jr., kisses
her husband's cheek at a rally. Scott King died Monday.

Scholars Week celebrates students' academic accomplishmentS
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

Students who wish to build
their resumes and gain presentation skills may find that
opportunity April 17-21 at
Scholars Week.
The week involves a university-wide celebration of undergraduate and graduate scholarship, research and creative
work.
John Mateja, director of the
University Research and
Scholarly Activity office, said
participation is open to all
undergraduate and graduate
students from all colleges and
schools at Murray State.
''Basically, Scholars Week is

here to celebrate student
research," Mateja said. "It's
called Scholars Week, but we
actually include any performances that occur in April."
When Scholars Week was
first celebrated five years ago,
he ~aid 150 students took part
in the events. Last year. that
number had grown to almost
1,000 participants.
Mateja said students should
realize the necessity of presenting research ideas and
studies to others.
"It's important for students
to think about what they need
when they graduate," Mateja
said. "Good grades and a
diploma aren't enough these
days .... Scholars Week gives
students an opportunity to

present their work to the Mur·
ray State community."
Scholars Week includes the
Sigma Xi poster competition
and the "Sandra Flynn" gradu·
ate research symposium in
education, dance, theater and
oral presl'ntations. Although
Mateja said only the poster
contest is competitive, participation itself is the real recog·
nition for most students.
Presentation
fo rmats
Include 12-minute oral presen·
tations, performances, student
play productions, readings.
music and displays of artwork.
The URSA advisory board.
composed of two faculty members from each academic college, provides assistance in the
week's events. One hundred

faculty members serve as mentors to student participants.
"A quarter of faculty on
campus have students in
Scholars Week," Mateja said.
Mark Malinauskas. director
of the Honors Prohrram, said
program students must participate in Scholars Week to fulfill a graduation requirement.
This year, 21 senior Honors
students will make presentations. Some students will present a science seminar.
Though participation is only
a requirement for a small per·
centage of the student body,
Malinauskas said students
should participate to expand
future options. Students
should have the experience of
appearing in public to share

research and acknowledge the
importance of research, he
said.
"It's being active in the
.scholarly community," Malinauskas said. "That's the way
knowledge is advanced."
Scholars Week is beneficial
for Murray State and its community as well. he said.
"I think it's an excellent
event for the University,"
Malinauskas said. "It's a wonderful showcase for the academic work that we do here."
Brandon Hale. alumnus
from Hopkinsville, participated in Scholars Week for two
years and might participate
again. Last year he made a scientific presentation as part of
the Collaborative Research at

Undergraduate Institutions
program.
"lt's importan~ for anybod}'
in science to prc~ent research,"
Hale said. "(Giving) a talk like
that was pretty good practice
for when I'm In (graduate)
school, or industry, or whatever in the future,''
Hale said he would encourage students to apply to participate in Scholars Week to gain
the same experience.
"(It's important for) other
students to sec what's going on
(and what) they can be a part
of," Hale said.
Tht• registration deadline for
Scholars Week is March 17.
Students can apply online at
campus.murraystate.edu/ser·
vfces/ursa/studentforrn.html.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Nati~nal Student Exchange

• Exchange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend schools throughout
the U.S., Puerto Rico, and U.S. Territories

• Kentucky Residents:
Use your KEES money to pay for your tuition at MSU
and exchange to another college or university
UN. Immediately following
Options for Action in room
25 7 of the Business Building.

Thursday February 9:

Be aware of your world,
Be a Student Against Genocide

Monday February 6:

Frontline World News vtdeo,
"Sudan: The Quick and the Terrible."
6:30 Mason Hall.

Tuesday February 7:

Zeen Shatta and Brent Snader will
speak on the history of
Sud.an and the Darfur genocide.
5:00 Curris Center Theater.

Wednesdar. February 8:
Options for Action (Spealter
Pane/). 3:30 Wrather Museum.
Staci Stone will lead a letter writing workshop to Congress and the

Murrar. State student Gabriel
Akec,. \1\(tll tf!ll his personal story o
!tvmg m a refugf!e camp.
5:00 Freed Curol\uditonum.
Cinema International will show
''Lost Boys of Sudan."
7:30 Curris Center Theater.

Friday February 10:

Cinema 1nternational will show
"'Lost Boys of Sudan.''.
7:30 Curris Center Theater.

Monday-Friday_:

Darfur Information and Photo
Exhibit.
77:00-2:00 Curris Center
Dance Lounge.
Silent Auction to raise money for
the International Rescue Committee.
1 7:00-2:00 Curris Center Dance
Lounge.

• Ch~ose from 180 colleges and universities
• 2.5 GPA required at the time of application
• Some scholarships and student financial aid will
apply to this program
• Application deadline for Fall 2006/ Spring 2007 is

February 28, 2006
For more information:
Contact Dr. Ross Meloan in Career Services
Stop by room 210 in Ordway Hall,
Call 762-3735,
or e-mail ross.meloan@murraystate.edu
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Racer football
inks 26 recruits
on signing day

we

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

With five televisions boasting clips of
Racer football's future, Head Coach Matt
Griffin announced the ~igning of 26 high
school players Wednesday in the Regional Special Events Center's Murray Room.
Wednesday was national signing day,
the first time any potential recruits could
sign with a program for next season. Griffin said his staff did a wonderful job on the
recruiting trail gaining the commitments
they did.
"I really want to thank and point out the
efforts of our staff," Griffin said. "They
certainly did a great job identifying and
recruiting these young men, and we
couldn't have done it without these guys.
They were the ones who put in all the
hard work."
Griffin's first Racer
recruiting class consists of six studentathletes from Georgia
and Tennessee, five
from Kentucky and
Ohio, three from Missouri and one from
Wisconsin.
Hired as head coach
Dec. 12, Griffin said he
evaluated his team's
status before deciding
who to pursue.
"I think we knew a
Matt
little bit about the
Griffin
weaknesses and the
Football
strengths,"
Griffin
Head Coach
said. "I think one of the weaknesses was
defensively. We were really thin personnel wise on the defensive line and at line~
backer. I think we addressed that here initially, and we'll continue to look to
address this."
The one telling talc on the list of
recruits is the fact they are high school
seniors. Griffin safd there might 15e one or
two transfers each year, but the majority
of his classes will be comprised of high
schoolcrs.
"Get used to it cause that's how it's
always going to be," Griffin said. "There
will be an occasional transfer. There
might be an occasional junior college guy,
but that's only to· spot a position need.
This is how we're going to recruit."
Griffin would not highlight any one of
his recruits as a standout player. but several local names might catch the eyes of
Racer fans. Austen Lane, a defensive line·
man and the only signed recruit from
Wisconsin, could turn heads because of
the high school he attended.
Lane will graduate from Iola-Sandinavia
High School in lola. Wis.. the same school
former women's basketball player Rebecca Remington attended before becoming a
Racer. Griffin said defensive coordinator
Rich Nagy was able to contact Remington
and her family, which affected Lane's
decision to choose Murray State.
Playing both defense and offense, Lane
is slated to play defensive line for the Racers. He made 14.5 sacks and caught 31
passes for 717 yards and 13 touchdowns his
senior year.
Defensive line coach Johnny Jernigan
will have the opportunity to work with
Lane personally.
"Austen has a lot of potential to be a
very good player," Jernigan said. "He has
great feet and he is very athletic."
Josh Hatchell, a defensive lineman from
Mayfield High School, signed with the
Racers along with three players from Paul
Dunbar High School in Lexington. Of the
Dunbar players, Sean O'BrJen comes to
Murray State as a kicker who converted a
52-yard field goal his senior season.
Despite the short time frame, Griffm
said he was satisfied with his first class.
"We didn't twist anybody·s arm," Griffm said. "We put our best foot forward
and presented Murray State for what it is:
a fine academic institution with an outstanding athletic program and tradition.
and those guys chose us over some others."

T o mmy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org

.

There are not many things junior forward Joi Scott
dislikes more than having to watch her team play from
the bench.
After transferring to Murray State from Northern
Illinois last season and being forced to do just that,
Scott has been lighting up the court this year to the
tune of 19.6 points and 9.3 rebounds per game.
NCAA rulel:i require transfers from one Division I
school to another to ride the bench for a season
before contributing on the court.
''I hate sitting out. I hate watching," said Scott,
from Reynoldsburg, Ohio. "I had to sit out one year
in high school with an ACL injury. and it killed me.
Sitting out last year, just not being able to help my
team when they weren't doing so well, it was really
bad. I got to do all the dirty work in practice. but I
couldn't actually be helping them in games."
Since becoming an active Racer this season. Scott
has been making up for t-he time she missed last season in big ways.
Her contributions have not gone unnoticed. The
Ohio Valley Conference named Scott OVC Newcomer of the Week three times this season, and Head
Coach Joi Felton has only good things to say when
Scott is the topic of conversation.
"She brin~s a lot to the table," Felton said in a recent
press conference. "She's very versatile. She can play inside,
she can hit the three outside, and her ball-handling skills are getting
better.
"Slie is a very talenteo player, ana she's also talented in the classroom. I believe she has a 3.8 GPA, a pre-veterinary medicine major.
She's a very, very well-rounded person...
Scott remains humble through all the success she has had this season and said her performance is a surprise.
"I really can't say I expected it," Scott said. "I thought I performed
pretty well. As far as my stats, I had no clue I would be averaging what
I'm averaging. At Northern, I barely averaged double digits."
Scott made Northern Illinois University her college choice, committing to play basketball for the Huskies out of high school. But complications developed in Scott's personal life and on the court that caused her
to think of transferring.
"I was dating somebody at that time, and we got in a situation where
he ended up transferring and me, being a female, wanted to follow,"
Scott said, laughing. "So 1 transferred to a school that would be clos·
er to him. Plus, I wasn't comfortable being there anymore anyway."
Scott said she. began exploring her options and found out about
Murray State. She did some research and liked what she found.
"I had never heard of Murray," Scott said. "My ex-boyfriend almost
transferred here. and I looked it up on the computer and read about it.
and it sounded really good. The academics and the athletics are outstanding."
Scott said she called the coaches at Murray State to find out what it
would take to become a Racer, but never heard anything from them.
She then committed to Jacksonville Unive.rsity in Jacksonville, Fla.
"I got the call (from Murray State) a couple days after I committed to
them, and I was like 'Man, now they call,"' Scott said. "So, I had to make
a tough decision whether I wanted to be closer to him or go to a place
that was better for me, and I made the right decision."
Coming from a school located only an hour away from downtown
Chicago, transferring to Murray State was a bit of a change of pace for
Scott.
'
"My initial impression was 'This is a sweet little town,"' Scott
said. "It's quiet. People arc very friendly. The biggest difference is cam~
pus activities. There's not as much going on."
Scott began playing organized basketball as a seventh grader, but
she came in as no stranger to the game.
"When I was about 10 or 11 years old, I was playing with the guys
at recess and such and I woukl shoot around by myself, but I didn't
play on a team til junior high,'' she said.
Scott proved to be a quick learner, though, and made a swift impact for
Reynoldsburg High School. where she played for four years and helped lead
the JGliders to three Ohio Capital Conference Championships in 2000, 2001
and 2002.
She was forced to sit out the entire 2000·01 :;eason with a knee injury.
something she says was a disappointing setback.
"I couldn't even practice, couldn't do anything but rehab, and that was just
awful," Scott· said. "I got out of shape real bad, and I couldn't really work on
getting better. It was a wasted year, pretty much."
Scott recovered in time to average 12.9 points and 6.2 rebounds per game
in her senior season at Reynoldsburg, leading the Raiders to a 19-5 record and
a conference championship. She even earned All-Metro honorable mention

...
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Junior forward Jol
Scott averages 19.8
points and 9.3
rebounds per game
to lead the Racers
In both categories.
She sat out last
season beetiase of
NCAA Division I
rules when she
transferred from
Northern
Wlnois.

accolades for the Columbus area.
Today, Scott is busy leading the Racers in an exciting new direction - a winning direction. The Racers have defeated perennial power Tennesse~ Tech
and league-leading Samford within the
last two weeks.
"We're fmally starting to come together," Scott said. "We've started recognizing what it takes to win. You can't just
say you want to win, you have to know
what it takes to actually go out there and
work hard and get it done.
"We're relying more on our defense
now, we're focusing on that a lot. We're
more patient and we're more confident
and basically now we know what it takes
to be successful."
Making Scott an even greater
asset to Murray State is her
excellent academic performance. An animal health
technology major, she said
she hopes for a career
working with animals
after her basketball-playing days are over.
"I'm hoping to get an
internship this summer at Zoo Atlanta," Scott said. "That's where I would like
to work once I get going in my career. I'd like to work with the wildlife in the
zoo.
"It would !Se awesome if I could work with the young animals, the babies,
that would be nice, so I don't have to worry about getting bitten too much."
Scott also acknowledges that she might have a future in professional basketball.
"Before this year, I had never considered it, 'cause I just couldn't see myself
playing basketball, but now I would really like to go overseas if I have the
opportunity to.
"I don't know much about it, but my coaches have mentioned it to me, so
if I get the opportunity, I would love to go play for money and then once 1
fmished with that I would like to start my career, and I'd like to think I could
do both."

The Sports Line...
TV Events

Murray State Events

Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Pistons at 76ers

Saturday: ESPN2 @ 8 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Kentucky at Flc_>rida

Saturday: Track @ 11 a.m
Greencastle, Ind.
DePauw Invitational

Saturday: M BBall @ 7:30 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Jacksonville State at Murray State

Saturday: NBC @ 1 p.m.
NHL Hockey
Red Wings at Avalanche

Sunday: FOX @ 5 p.m.
Super Bowl XL
Seahawks vs. Steelers

Saturday: W BBall @ 5:15 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Jacksonville State at Murray State

Thursday: M BBall @ 6:30 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky
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Stu.dents, team
come together
Monday night
It was one of those you-had-to-bethere-to-believe-it type of moments.
To see Mick Cronin manage a wideeyed, Cheshire cat grin with time still left
in a basketball game was the most telling
cue of all. The 6,089 fans at the Regional
Special Events Center Monday night were
witnessing something truly special.
It wasn't the fact the Racers had gone
Q-fer in three conference games with
Samford since the Bulldogs joined the
OVC in 2003. It wasn't about the men
moving into sole possession of first place
with seven to play. No, what was transpiring in front of every fan's eyes was the
most inspired 40 minutes of basketball
they might ever see.
The
intensity
level of every player
wearing a white and
gold jersey did not
waver from the
opening tip till the
final horn · sounded,
ending Samford's
agony. Looking at a
stat sh eet, it's easy
to read a score and
tell who won, and
usually
statistics
will help paint a picNathan
ture as to how a Clinkenbeard
team won a game.
Sports Editor
Not this stat sheet.
Points, rebounds, turnovers, shooting percentages - sure they showed Murray
State's dominance, but a stat sheet doesn't
measure how badly a team wants to win.
There was nothing Samford could have
done. It didn't matter how many threes
they jacked up or how many backdoor
cuts were successful. They simply weren't
going to win.
If there was one thing Cronin saw in the
previous losses to Samford, it was how his
team was out-hustled consistently. Manto-man defense was not the answer, but if
there was going to be a switch to zone, his
team had to out work Samford. They had
to want it more than anything, and, boy,
did they ever respond.
The Racers forced 16 turnovers, a
telling stat, but that's only half the story.
Samford made only 13 field goals the
entire night. They gave the ball away
more than they put it in the net.
Samford shot 28 percent in the game
compared to their 54 percent mark for the
season. Anyone not in the RSEC could say
we played well on defense. Everyone in
attendance could say we played inspired,
in-your-face, push-you-around-all-night
defense. There is a major difference
between those two, and it's one that can't
be told on a stat sheet.
The team got the crowd in the game
immediately, and in return, the students
were the fuel for the fire. That is what
Mick's Maniacs was meant to be like and
not just for a game against a top OVC
opponent. People may not believe it, but
those players out on the floor feed off the
energy of the crowd.
Sitting down with Mick after Wednesday afternoon's practice, he wanted to
make sure the students knew how much
he appreciated their support, and that his
team couldn't be where they are without
them. No BS, just straight-from-the-heart
love from a coach who wants to see Racer
basketball taken to new heights.
I've challenged the students before to
get out and be loud, and they came
through in a big way Monday night. They
were loud the entire night and made a big
impression. The only thing that drew my
ire was at the end of the game.
At first when the students stormea the
court, I kinda shook my head and was asking, why? We were favored by six points,
and this was a game we should have won.
We should just act like we've been here
before since more OVC championships
have gone through Murray State than any
other school.
Then it hit me. There was something
more to the fans rushing the court than
just finally getting a win over Samford or
taking the lead in the conference. This
was something bigger. We beat Tennessee Tech, and the players came over to
the students to show their appreciation.
Now, it was the students' turn to thank the
basketball team for an unbelievably
inspired effort.
Literally, you had to be there to believe
it.

•

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
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Mick's Maniacs stonn the court after t he Racers' S9-38 win over Samford Monday n ight at the Regional Special Events Center.

Win over Samford puts men into OVC lead
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nc/inkenbeard@thenews.u/1:

The message was clear in
a dominating 59-38 win over
Samford Munday night: to
win the Ohio Valley Confer·
ence regular season title.
any challengers will have to
go through the Racers.
Saturday night, the men's
basketball team will try and
deliver the same proclamation to Jacksonville State
while keeping a hold on top
of the OVC standings.
• Before Thursday's conference game.s, Murray State
was first with an 11-2 record.
and Jacksonville State was
tied with Austin Peay for
sixth.
Head Coach Mick Cn1nin
said the student crowJ has
been a major part of his
team's :-;uccess at home, and
he wants fans to keep it up
the remainder of the season.
"Our students were great.
I love our fans ... " Cronin
said. "The students make
this a heck 0f a home court
advantage the.se past two
games. and it really makes it
fun for us. They've been a
major difference - unbdicv·
able."
Murray State has won
nine of its last 10 games to
take the conference lend
with seven of those victories
coming at home. After Saturday, the men will take the
Death Valley road trip to
Eastern
Kentucky
and
Morehead State, then travel
to Tennessee State before
coming home to face lllinois-Chicago in the ESPN
Bracket'llluster Feb. 18.
Junior Shawn Witherspoon, averaging U.2 points
and 8.1 rebounds per game,
leads the balanced Murray

IURR!Y ~llrl

14
Senior Darnell Hopkins pauses before he attempts
one of his four free throws Monday nigh t. The Baltimore native contributed nine points to the win.
State attack. No Racer ranks
in the top 15 of the.• OVC in
scoring, hut six players
score eight or more points a
game. Witherspoon leads
the league in rebounding,
and the Racer~> nrc N0. 1 in
that c:.ttegory.
Jacksonvilll~ State lost to
Tennesst.•c St•1tc H3-80 Mon-

dny night to drop to 7-6 in
the conference and 9-10
overnll. Senior Walker Rus·
sell was a preseason Allave selection and leads the
league in assists with 6.6 a
game and free throw pcrc.•entngc at 87 percent.
The two teams met in the
third conference game nf

lhc season Ike. 19 when the
Racers won 91-72 in Jacksonville, Ala. Six players
scored in duuhle figures for
Murray State, including
three off the bench. Senior
Issian Redding Jed the team
with lo points and made all
rour of his shots from
behind the arc.
Russell scored 16 points
and handed out four assists
in the losing cause, but the
Racers shot 55 percent and
grabbcJ 19 more rebounds
than the Gamecocks.
Tfl get hack on top of thl'
OVC, the Rat•crs had to
defend their home court
against Tennessee Tech and
Samford. Th~.: Bulldogs came
intll the game perfect
against the Racers in the
three previous meetings
since Samford joined the
lcagut• in 2003.
Shooting 54 percent for
the season and 45 percent
from three-point range, the
Racers utilized a :Wnl'
defense to stifle Samford's
hot offense. The BulldoKS
finished tht• game shooting
2H percent. J, Robert Merritt, a preseason All-OVC
selection, scored nine points
on 3-of-14 shooting. Merritt
was 3-of-12 shooting 3-point·
ers.
On Sunday, Cronin said
he show~.:J his team an edited film of Samford's offense,
told them to watch it like a
coach, and tell him what
they sh0uld do.
"I didn't want them to
think we Wt're going to play
zone out of fear 'cause we
don't play that a lot," Cronin
said. "I told them, 'I want to
know what you want to do
·cause whatever we're going
to do, wt:'rl' going to do it
hard. WL•'rc going to do it
believing this is what we

need to do to win.' There
wasn't much hesitation and
they said we need~.:d to try
the zone.''
Witherc:poon scored 15
points and grabbed 11
rebounds for his fifth double-double of thl· Sl'ason,
and senior Pearson Griffith
had his second with Il points
and 10 boards,
As the team's leader,
Witherspoon said the Racers have to go after every
team like they arc on top of
the conference because he
knows no one will let up
against Murray State.
"You have to play every
game like this from here on
out," Witherspoon said.
"Every team is dangerous
right now because if they
lose, they might be going
home. We have to play
everybody like they arc
Samford. Tennessee Tech or
Tennessee State."
Details of the Racers'
game against the Govs
Thursday
night
were'
unavailable at press time.
For a game recap. visit
www.thenews.org.
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Unscored meet gives track teams more experience
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thrnews.org

The men's and women's track and
field teams traveled to Bloomington,
Ind., last weekend to participate in
Indiana University's Indian:t Invitational track meet.
The meet was unscnred, but Head
Coach Dereck Chavis said the meet
was another learning experience for
his young group of athletes.
"In some areas right now, we're
still trying to get our legs undt!r us,"
Chavis said.
He said the indoor sca.snn is a
gradual progression for most teams

~xud • J'\\dry • 'li-.:k
' Nutrena l•t-. t l

Rrooo Equiprn11t •

llolll(' & Yan.l

L\YDr • Tn.u.& Sluul}';

705 Main St . (L.S. 64l)

Hazel. KY •120·19

492-61'14
www. 'tatclinera 1u·ha IHIItonll' .1 ·om

and his chil•f concern Juring the
short season is tO maintain the
health of his athletes in preparation
for the outdoor season. He said the
athletes are still trying to establish
routines that coinciJc with one
anothl'r,
"The lm.:ak is always a setback
bec;m~c even when kids work out on
their nwn. it's different than working out with your t«.'am," Chavis
said.
However, the Racers' second-year
l~oach expects to sec impmvemcnts
in thl~ upcoming meets.
"ll'Xpect that some of our performances are going to get better,"
Chavis said. "Performances typical-

ly improv«.' after the third ur fourth
indoor meet.''
Freshman Olivi3 Jo:;cph said the
atmosphere was something she had
not yet grown accustomed to, and
her collegiate inexperience bt•came
a factor.
"We had a whole lot of compcti·
tion," Joseph said. "I was very nervous, being a freshman, seeing all
rhos..:' tnlcnted people."
Jnseph competed in the women's
triple jump .finishing the meet with
a 35-05 1/ 4 fl>Ot jump.
Other competing frt'shmt!n for the
Racers were Kristen Heckert and
Dominique Robinson.
Heckert, competing in the 3.000-

'JDe 'Wild tqspberry

meter run, finished with a time of
10:44.13.
Robinson threw 40·11 3/ 4 feet in
the women's shot put event. Also
competing in the event were sophomores Laura Schroeder and Shamcka Dial.
Junior John Gorey led the way for
the men's team recording a 16:00.07
finish in the 5000-mett•r run.
"John had his fastest 5,000 ever
indoors with a 16 minute flat,"
Chavis said. "That .says a lot for him
and how much he's worked.''
The Racers continue the indoor
season this weekend at the Southern
Illinois Invitational in Carbondale,
Ill.
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Energized Racers earn back-to-back wins
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboa%@thencwS.Vf8

• Some

people might stereotype

~omen as over-emotional, but
~ophomore guard Shaleea Petty said

I:Jead Coach Joi Felton saw the opposite and challenged her team to
shaw more fire.
• The Racers responded to Felton's
t;equest and came up with enough
~motion to overpower Tennessee
Tech and Samford University, the
<j>hio Valley Conference's two No. 1
~ams, in back-to-back home victot;ies.
, "Coach told me that we never
show emotion, so that was the
qiggest key-to be energized," Petty
~-ilid after the 67-66 overtime win
'(gainst Samford Monday night.
·~Nobody in this conference ever
thought we would beat Tennessee
Tech or Samford. We have nothing
ro lose."
: After a 71-52 loss to Southeast Mis~ouri Saturday, the Racers returned
the Regional Special Events Cen·
~er to take on the Samford Bulldogs,
who entered the gamt' with a 9-4
OVC record.
With Samford averaging 65.3
points per game, the Racers' first pril'lrity was to stop the Bulldogs'
offense.
"It was a great team effort, especially on the defensive end," Felton
said. "Defense was a big key for us
tonight. We did a much better job
this time than the first time we
played them."
In the first half. the Racers shot 33
percent, while Samford shot 36 percent. At halftime the Racers entered
the locker room leading 23-21 after
junior fo'rward Joi Scott's four quick
points just before the end of the half.
In the second half, the Racers fell
behind ·~S-38 :n one point following a
6-0 Bulldogs' run. The Racers
am;wered Samford with its own 7-0
streak to even the score at 45.
With SH seconds left in regulation,
junior guard/ forward
Gerraca
Matthews added two points to give
the Racers a 61·59 lead after multiple
lead changes in the second half. Samford's Alex Munday tied the score 17
seconds later to send the game into
overtime.
The defensive battle continued in
the five minute overtime, which kept
the scoring gap at a thrce·point maximum.
With Samford leading 64-61, Scott

ro

Cindy Cripps/guest

The Racer bench expectantly watches the the action unfold Monday night. Murray State defeated league-leading Samford in overtime, 67-66, at the RSEC to improve to 6-6 in conference play.
hit two free throws to cut Samford's
le:td to one. With 33 seconds remaining. Scott <tdded two more points to
put the Racers on top 65-64, but
Samford reclaimed the lead off Tish
Pilkt!rton's basket, making the score
66-65 with eight seconds left.
After a Murray State time-out.
Ashley Nichole llayes took possession of the ball. Hayes released a
shot that found its way to the basket
after a drive down the baseline, giving the;! team a 67·66 score with 5.1
seconds left. Hayes finished with 20
points.
Samford had thl~ last possession of
the game, but !ienior Cora Beth
Smith shot and missed the final shot
for the Bulldogs.
Smith said she knew the game
would pose a challenge for her team.
"We knew it was going to be a·
tough game because (the Racers)
came off a bi~ win and we came off a
tough loss," Sinith said after the
game.
Racer )oi Scott, who finished the
game with 22 points, said her team's
mentality was the key el~ment in
recent wins.
''Our confidence has improved a

lot," Scott said. "We believe we're
going to win big games and we have
confidence in our defense. We know
defense is going to win big games,"
Scott said the team's biggest disadvantage now is primarily physical.
However, she and her teammates
have tried to view the problems in a
positive light.
"We've had a lot of injuries, sicknesses, illnesses, everything," Scott
said. "We're just trying to usc that as
fJie to go out there and play for our
teammates that can't be out there
with us."
Junior guard Ashley Brooke Hayes
missed Monday's game because of
illness.
The Racers will return to the
RSEC at 5:15 p.m. Saturday against
Jacksonville State who the Racers
defeated 78-77 earlier this scasl)n.
"They're going to come in here
excited because we beat them at the
buzzer at their place," ]oi Felton
said.
Defense and rebounding will be
the deciding factor in Saturday's
game, Felton said, and her athletes
agreed.
"Our key is to contain their pene-

tration," Shaleea Petty said...They
have much better guards, and we just
have to control them and rebound."
Jacksonville State (5-8) is ninth in
OVC rankings led by senior forward
Rebecca Haynes.
Felton said her team needs to continue playing with high emotion.
1
'This is a time of year where we
need to really come together and put
ourselves in the best possible position for the OVC tournament seeding," Felton said.
Results of Thursday's game
against Austin Peay were not avail·
able -at press time.
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Rifle.team sets precedent at annual invitational
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard(wthencw.,.orli

The rifle team scored its
highest home aggregate
score of the season last
weekend when it finished a
strong second in its annual
Roger Withrow Invitational.
Only Kentucky bested the
Racers, who scored victories
over all their Ohio Valley
Conference competition.
Head Coach Ann Proctor
said the finish made the
team stronger.
"It really boosts our confidence," Proctor said. "It
proves all our hard work is
paying off. We're in a really
good spot going into scctionals and then OVCs."
Cameron Hicks led the
Racers, shooting a 587 in air
rifle and a 583 in smallbore.
Bryant Wallizer joined Hicks
with a 587 in air rifle and
fired a 577 in smallbore.
Hicks and Wallizer tied
for fourth among the 100
shooters in air rifle, and
Wallizer shot a perfect 100
and two 99s among the six
targets. Ilicks tied for seventh out of 85 shooters in
smallborc and scored three
IOOs.
Kentucky-Blue won the
Withmw with an aggregate
score of 4,667. The Racer
Gold team was a close sec-

Freshman Bryant Wallizer ties his boot before
beginning practice last week at the rifle range.
ond, scoring 4,654. Ole Miss,
Jacksonville State and Ken·
lucky-White rounded out
the top five, shooting 4,639,
4,625 and 4,603, respectively.
The Racer Blue team finished sixth with an aggregate
score of 4589. Memphis
came in seventh, shooting
4,586, and Ohio State Scarlet
finished eighth with an

64:1 Club

aggregate of 4540. MissouriKansas City and TennesseeMartin Mixed rounded out
the top 10. shooting 4527 and
4523, respectively.
UT-Martin women, Ohio
State Gray and Tennessee
Tech finished off the field
and shot 4.463, 4,365 and
3,931, respectively.
Austin Pcay, Mercer and

Alabama-Birmingham participated only in the air rifle
competition and scored
2,189, 1,881 and 1,863, respectively.
Ann Proctor said the
team's strong showing could
be attributed to the team's
attitude going into crunch
time of the season.
"It was their mindset. their
attitudes," Proctor said.
''They know this is the
important part of the season.
If we're planning to qualify
for the NCAAs, it's time to
do it. Everyone is working
hard in practice and helping
each other out. We're in a
good spot right now."
Along with Hicks and
Wallizer, Josiah Brooks, Dan
Belluzzo and Alex Culbertson made up the Murray
State Gold team. Brooks shot
a 583 in smallbore, joining
Hicks in a tic for seventh
place, and a 581 in air rifle.
Belluzzo competed ln only
the :.mallbore competition
for the Gold team and shot a
574. Culbertson shot only air
rifle for Murray State Gold
and shot 582.
Culbertson echoed Proctor's sentiments, saying all
the team's hard work is paying off.
"Everyone's been practicing hard," Culbertson said.
"We're determined to make
it to the NCAAs through sec-

tionals. We went in there
with a strong mindset to do
well, and we came out
strong."
The Gold team shot 2,317
overall in smallbore and
2.337 overall in nir rifle.
The sixth-place Blue team
was composed of Brandy
Boucherie. Kevin W itbrodt,
Belluzzo and Erica Meece in
air rifle :md Culbertson and
Dan Taylor in smallbore.
Boucheric shot a 578 in air
rifle and a 567 in smallbor~
while Witbrodt shot a 584 in
air rifle, good enough for a
lOth place tie overall, and a
577 in smallbore.
Belluzzo tied for fust in
the meet, shooting a 588 in
air rifle. Meece shot a 569 in
air rifle. Culbertson and
Taylor shot a 566 and 560 in
smallbore, respectively.
The Withrow was the
Racers' last competition
before the NCAA Sectionals
Feb. 10-12. The sectionals are
a qualifying competition and
will be held at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in Murray.
In the past, the only way
to reach the NCAA's was
through finishing in the top
eight in scctionals, but this
year the NCAA is doing
things differently. It will
take the average of the
team's three best regular
season scores and average
that score with sectionals.

Famous angler
gives talk
at University
Murray State hosted two prestigious
individuals in the world of sports last
week. One of them was such a celebrity
his Likeness was featured on the front of a
Kellogg's Corn Flakes box.
· No, it wasn't Albert Pujols, Shaq, Kobe
or even Michael Jordan. It was Dan Morehead. To most people that name doesn't
ring a bell, but to a fishing crowd, it raises
eyebrows and causes them to ask where
and when.
Morehead, a Paducah native, has quite
the resume in the world of compt.'titive
bass fiShing. He won the coveted FLW
Championship, bas 24 top 10 finishes and
eight fJist place finishes, and his largest
day's catch with a five bass limit was 31
pounds, 6 ounces. Since 1995, Morehead
has fished in 125 events all across the
nation.
What was this guy
doing on campus?
Well, he was speaking
to the future of competitive bass fishing,
the Murray State Bass
Anglers. Morehead
talked to the guys for
two hours, trading
fish stories and talking about the ones
that got away.
He also shared diffe rent
techniques
Warren
with th t.' group to
King
help hone their fish.
ing skills for the Outdoor columrust
upcoming season. He also gave insight
into the lifestyle of a professional tournament angler. He spoke of how tight financially it can get without help from sponsors and support from home.
The home is a big deal to a family man
like Morehead, who said he is gone 32
wet.'ks out of the year. He said that
extended time away from his wife and
kids is a downside of the sport. It gets
lonely and sometimes all he wants to do is
load up and drive back to his family.
His wife is supportive because she docs
not see fishing as just a hobby, but more
as a living. Morehead said fishing is a
vocation to him because he work.<; at the
sport ln the same way other people get up
and go to work on a 12-hour shift at a plant
or factory.
Personality is one thing that has made
Morehead such a successful ;mgl~r. Some
professional anglers becom·e arrogant nnd
get 'the big head,' but not Morehead. One
will not meet such a laid back and humble
public figure as this guy. He walked into
the room and treated us all like colleagues, not students. To our amazement,
he even asked us for advice.
Terry Bolton, Murray State alumnus
from Paducah. accompanied Murehead.
Bolton, along with Morehead. is not a
stranger to the weigh-in scales and the
television cameras.
Bolton has racked up a career earning
of $316,055, has two fJist place finishes
and 30 top-10 fmishes and was winner of
the 2005 Everstart Series stop on Kentucky Lake.
Bolton also gave the fishing team advice
on how competitive fishing and the travel
that goes along with it can be very hurd on
the dating life.
He said that a past girlfriend gave him
an ultimatum-either choose fishing or
their relationship. The words of Brad
Paisley quickly came to mind: "Well, I'm
gonna miss her when I get home. But right
now, I'm on this lakeshore, and I'm sittin'
in the sun."
There were no egos in that room. just a
bunch of guys who love the sport of fishing and could talk about it for hours. lt is
guys like MoreheJd and Bolton that have
brought the sport of competitive bass
fishing to what it is today.
Without anglers who give their time to
the community and give the future of a
sport a glimpse of what it is like, the sport
would probably not have become mainstream like it is today.
Being treated like a colleague by these
two individuals meant a great deal to me
and the rest of the bass anglers and I
would personally like to express my
thanks and gratitude to them for their
time and effort.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
Thl! Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Showdown in Detroit looks dead even Sports Briefs••.
•

(AP) SEKIILE - The contrasts
between the Stcclers and the Seahawks make this a fasci nating
Super Bowl matchup.
Add a few subplots, and Pittsburgh vs. Seattle could be one of
the best ever.
When you think Super Bowl, it's
hard not to think of the old Stecler
dyn:lsties of 'ferry Bradshaw. Lynn
Swann, and Mean Joe Greene.
Going into its sixth championship
game. Pittsburl,lh would seem like
a seasoned contender.
Seattle, by contrast, is untested.
The Seahawks are ~oing for the
first time in their 30-year history
and l<lst week won their first playoff game in 21 years.
Consider history, and things
look good for Pittsburgh. Consider
this season, though, and it works
the other way.
The Seahawks entered the playoffs as the NFC's top-seeded team.
The Steelers were the last seed in
the AFC, the frrst sixth-seed ever
to make it to the big game and only
the second team ever to get there
by winning three games on the
road.
The oddsmakers favor the Steelers by 3 V2 points for the game in
Detroit in two weeks, presumably
bec~use they arc the Steelers, with
four titles in s ix years in the 1970s.
Seattle is a historically faceless
franchise, even with running back
Sh:tun Alexander easily capturing

this year's MVP honors.
There's one sure human-interest
footnote: Pittsburgh running back
Jerome Bettis will get to play his
first Super Bowl in his hometown,
a fitting conclusion to a 13-year
career that is sure to end with Bettis in fifth place on the career rushing list.
Start with the quarterbacks.
Pittsburgh's Ben Roethlisberger,
who had five interceptions in two
playoff games as a rookie last sea·
son, has only one in three postseason games this year and has
thrown for three touchdowns.
Seattle's Matt Hasselbcck, who
had lost his frrst two playoff games
as a starter, has also blossomed in
these playoffs. He was 20-of-28 for
219 yards and two touchdowns
Sunday; the week before, when
Alexander was lost with a concussion in the first quarter, Hasselbcck carried the Seahawks past
Washington.
·
Alexander showed no ill effects
of the injury Sunday, carrying 32
times for 132 yards and two TDs.
And the defense?
The Steelers have been traditionally known for it and were all
over Denver's Jake Plummer on
Sunday. forcing two interceptions
and sacking him three times.
But Seattle's defense, overshadowed by the NFL's highest-scoring
offense in the regular season,
showed Sunday what it can do

Sund ay by shutting down the
league's hottest postseason Q.B,
the Panthers' Jake Delhomme.
They did it with p ressure up the
middle, making him throw off his
back foot and keeping him from
getting the ball to Steve Smith, by
far his most dangerous receiver.
The coaches are an even match.
Seattle's Mike Holmgren and
Pittsburgh's Bill Cowher both
became head coaches in 1992, and
are the league's two longesttenured in that position. Cowher
has been with Pittsburgh for his
whole career; Holmgren moved to
Seattle in 1999.
Holmgren won one Super Bowl
with the Packers and lost another.
Cowher's Steclers lost the 1996
Super Bowl to Dallas and are 2-4 in
AFC title games, but the fact that
they've been to six in the past 12
years speaks volumes about his
consistency as a coach.
What could help the Seahawks is
that despite all of Pittsburgh's
Super Bowl experience, only one
Steeler has been there - little-used
cornerback Willie W illiams, a
starter on that '96 team.
Seattle actually has five who
have been there with other teams:
wide receiver Joe Jurevicius; center Robbie Tobeck; defensive end
Grant Wistrom: defensive tackle
Chuck Darby; and punter Tom
Rouen.
Yes, an even game.

Super Bowl XL picks.••

USAA recognizes 48 Murray State
student-athletes as All-Americans
T he United States' Achievement Academy announced Last week that 46 Murray
State student-athletes are being recogn ized as Collegiate All-American Scholar
Athletes.
The Racer soccer team had the most
Collegiate All-American Scholar Athletes
honored with 10. The rowing team was a
close second, having eight athlete!' recognized.
T he fo llowing athletes have been recognized as Murray State's USAA Collegiate
All-American Scholar Athlete recipients
for the 2005-06 academic year: Baseball:
Ed Baust, Micah Dunn, Chaz Ebert, Josh
Foreman, Jake Ociesa. Football: Zach
Knight, Adam Speeg, Madison Taylor.
Men's Golf: Jarnie Frar.der, Kyle Landrum,
Jerry Price. Woemn's Golf: Christi Baron,
Lauren Hughes, Ashley Kelbough, Lauren
Wilson. Rifle: Brandy Boucherie, Alex
Culbertson, Camer on Hicks. Rowing:

Anna Brown, Karen Delaney, Kelly Eversman, Audrey Ferguson, Lindsey Flowers,
Laura Graham, Tara Hartmann, Rachel
Hopper. Soccer: Lauren Blessinger, Jessica Fioranelli, Lauren Granger, Heather
Jones, Jenifer Mann. ]en Nowak, Lisa
Pfeiffer, Jaclyn Ramage, Sara Struve,
Molly Wolfe. Men's Tennis: Clayton
Clark, Hunter Gerlach, Craig Jacobs.
Women's Tennis: Adriana Alvarez, Anna
Lask, Rachael Lask, Tami McQueen,
Casady Pruitt. Women's Track and Field:
Laura Schroeder. VolleybaiJ: Allie Hunt,
Ashley Meagher, Danielle $utterer.
The following criter ia were used in
selecting the athletes: a 3.3 or higher
cumulative GPA, a varsity student-athlete,
academic performance, dt!pendability, citizenship, leadership, dedication to selfimprovement, attitude and cooperative
spirit, responsibility and a recommendation.

Racers surrender NCAA free-throw mark
Northern Iowa took over the NCAA
lead in free-throw percentage this week,
after the Racers had held the mark for
three weeks. The Racers fell to second in
the nation with a .7847 free throw percentage.
Northern Iowa claimed the top spot by
a fraction of a percentage point, as they
posted a .7855 percentage.
Junior ]oi Scott leads the Racers in free
throws made. She has converted 56 of 74
free throws this season for a percentage of
.757. Freshman Ambe r Guffey has made 52
out of 61 free throws and boasts a .852 percentage.
Freshman Paige Guffey holds the high-

est free throw percen tage of any Racer,
shooting a perfect 10 of 10 for a 1.000 percentage.
Freshman Ashley Nichole Hayes has
made 31 of 37 shots from the charity stripe
for a .838 percentage.
The Racers also hold high rankings in
other categories. Murray State ranks 31st
in the nation in scoring offense (averaging
71.9 points per game), 45th in three-point
t1eld goals per game (averaging 6.2), 72nd
in fewest turnovers per game (averaging
16.0) and 95th in assists per game (averaging 14.6).
The Racers take on Jacksonville State
at 5:15 p.m. Saturday at the RSEC.

Racers draw UICin Bracket Buster
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The Racers will prepare to host IllinoisChicago on Feb. 18 as part of ESPN's
Bracket Buster.
The Flames, out of the Horizon League,
have a 1()-12 record but have scored upset
victories over several major conference
teams this season.
UIC shocked Georgia Tech on Nov. 25,
defeating th e Yellow Jackets 73-51 in
Atlanta. The Flames also took it to Ole
Miss, winning in overtime 87-75 on Dec. L
The Flames have not fared so well in

conference play, however, as they hold a 3""
7 Horizon League record.
Senior forward Justin Bowen leads filinois-Chicago, averaging 15.6 points per
game and 7.2 rebounds.
All e leven Ohio Valley Conference
teams are taking part in Bracket Buster
games. Samford is the only OVC team to
be featur~ in a game that will be televised
by one df the ESPN networks. The Bulldogs go on the road to face Ohio, out of the
Mid-American Conference.

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
{270) 759-3003

Now accepting
applications
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments; each
with private bathrooms and
wasthers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Spa.rkling swimming pool
• E:xciting community
events
,~-,--•-Clubhouse with ping
pong, poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Current rates starting at
$299!
www.MurrayPI<:1ce,Lcom
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Now you have everything you possibly need to
start your day off right with
www.thenews.org. Access all the latest news,
sports and other information online.
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Sarah Balbach, freshman from Louisville, t ypically spends several hours each week outside class in the drawing studio to practice skills and work on projects.

Passion drives art students in first years of study
Stor~

and photos
by Elizabeth Cawein
T
he}' arc hard to ;.,iss on campus. They wear pencil$
behind their cars, carry sketchbooks and supplies and sling
large neon portfolios over their shoulders.
Art majors - to many students they arc a breed apart,
observed mostly from afar. Creative community omsiders
gawk at their talent, and it is perhaps no exaggeration to say
they lead distinctly different lives from typical undergraduate students.
In this department, elbow grease, self-motivntion and
commitment arc necessary. Inspiration doesn't always
come standard. Paychecks aren't guaranteed.
In such a diverse field of study, each student is
unusual. every talent unique, and even one year of
experience can change someone's entire per·
spective on life nnd art.

No such thing as life without art
Many people spend their entire lives
searching for passion. Some never find it.
Sarah Balbach, freshman from Louisville, was
one of the lucky ones.
"I realized I really had a passion for art in
about the eighth grade, so in high school I
took art classes every year," Balbach said. "I
realized it was something I didn't sec not
including in my life and still being happy."
With just one semester of art courses under
her belt, Balbach is admittedly surprised to
still be on the same track.
"I kind of thought I would've switched
majors by now," Bnlbach said. "I always
thought I would include art, but I thought it
would be along with something else, like a
minor. But it just hasn't happened."
Balbach described the art curriculum as
"intense." In her first semester, she took
drawing 101, 2D design and art history.
She was drawing in the studio outsidc
of class time for a few hours each
day, as well as in her sketch book
during moments of downtime.
This semester, Balbach
enrolled in her second art
history course, 3D design
and life drawing, which will
find her doing ns much or
more work away from the
classroom. The commitment to
practice doesn't faze her.
"It's something I love to do,"
Balbach said. "It's different from
other majors because instead of staying
up all night writing papers. I'm drawing or
building or creating something."
For freshman art majors like Balbach, the future
remnins wide open.
Next year, she will determine her emphasis after
taking introductory courses to different art disciplines like painting or photography. All art students
arc required to declare an emphasis.

Holly Burnett, sophomore from Elizabethtown,
hopes one day to have her own art gallery.

"I kind of have some ideas of what 1 want to do, but until
I try it, I won't know for sure," Balbach said. "I'm also thinking I might try to take some business classes. like maybe
marketing, which would be good if I want to open my own
gallery or be a curator."
Having some business experience might help shake those
who question the validity of an art degree. Evl!n in her first
semester, she was fielding questions about the future, the job
market and financial sel·urity. Balbach said her brother is the
worst 1)£ the hunch.
"People always have the whole stereotype of the starving
artist," Hnlhach said. "'What are you going to do with an art
degree? Sell pnintings on a sidewalk for the rest of your life?'
Ml)ney, of courl'e, is important in today's world.
"1 mean I may end up homeless, but I would rather do
something I'm content with than he stuck in an office <11l day
doing sonwthing I hate. I don't define success by money.
You can be successful by your own standards, not just society's standards:'

Phot ographer capt ures art in life
Holly Burnett, sophomore from Elizabethtown, worries
about money daily. Maybe it's the extra year she has on fresh·
man Balbach, or the harsh reality of the cost of being an art
student.
Hurnctt, an art area with an emphasis in photography,
decided to pursue art in high school. She discovered photngraphy about the same time.
"I fell in love with it," Burnett said. "Mr dad likes to take
pictures, and I feel like it's something that I can do to be like
him, to connect us."
. Lately, she's gained interest in the work of Hakan, a photographer who docs Asian-influenced work.
"I also look up to Lhe advanced photography students
because their work is amazing, and they art' all really great
people," Burnett said. "The art community here is wonderful.
It feels likt· a family."
Though she is a sophomore, Burnett expects about three
mor~.· yc:m; of study before she is cleared for graduation,
"That's how it is for most areas because it usually takes
longer than a regular degree," Burnett said. "But hopefully (by
the time 1 graduate>. as an artist, T will have improved a lot and
it will show in my work."
Right now, Burnett doesn't see her art education ending at
Murray State.
"I always worry about moner and the future, and I think
going to grad school will help my chances of getting a job or
freelance work," she said. "Along the lines of big plans or
dreams, l would love to have my own studio or gallery."
Despite the uncertainty of the future, Burnett has no regrets
about the decisions she has made.
"My aunt asks me (why I'm an· art major) all the time.'' Burnett s:-~id. "She doesn't understand why I want to spend money
going to school for something that doesn't guarantee a great
paycheck.
"I just joke around with her and tell her that she is a pharmacist, she makes enough money for both of us. But on a serious nntc, to IK'l'Plc that ask that question · if I wasn't going to
sehoul for art, then 1 probably wouldn't be going to college at
all.''

Next week, Lifestyles features the second half of tltis twopart series that explores tlw experiences of art majors,
continuing with a third- and fourtll-year student.
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This Week

Student awareness key
to stop Darfur genocide

• Friday
;

Movie
7:30 p.m., "The Edukators," free admission,
Curris Center Theater

Boxes and Walls
Event postponed until Janet Robb
March 31, for more Lifestyles Editor
information, call 762- jrobb@thenews.org
6836

In 1987, Gabriel Akcc Kuai, junior from
Sudan, was separated from his family.
Since then, he has lived in refugee camps,
survived attacks from the Sudanese military and is now one of many students
speaking out against the Darfur genocide.
Akec Kuai said he can relate to the
genocide because of the suffering he
endured while living in refugee camps and
losing his family during the Sudanese
Civil War.
"1 have seen a lot of people dying that
was because of a lot of injustices, and so 1
feel bad about the situation in Darfur,"
Akcc Kuai said. "There are children suffering there now due to the war, (and)
there are children living in Darfur ... without parents. Their parents were killed or
(they) lost their parents like 1 did."
He is one of 4.000 "Lost Boys of Sudan"
who came to the United States to study.
Akec Kuai received this name while living
at an Ethiopian refugee camp. During this
time he started his education.
"Things were to~Jgh then. When I tonk
my first English classes, I had to writl' on
the ground ... because we did not have
pencil or books," Akec Kuai said. "Two
years Later, we were able to get school
materials."
In 1991, the refugees were given a choice
-either leave the country or be given back
to the Sudanese government.
''They didn't allow us to leave peacefully," Akec Kuai said. "They sent a lot of
military and while we were crossing the
river Gilo, the Ethiopian military they
decided to fire on us."
Many people died while trying to cross
the river, but Akec Kuai and a few others
made it to Pcchalla, where the Red Cross
gave them food and shelter. Unfortunately their rest was short-lived because
Pechalla was attacked and they had to
leave, Akec Kuai said.
While traveling to Kenya, he and others
faced many hardships, including wildlife
and the Sudanese government attacking
them.
"The military attacked us at night, and
five people were fusl killed beside me and
... a lot of people were injured and sur-

• Saturday
Women's and Men's
Basketball
5:15p.m. and 7:30 p.m.,
MSU vs. jacksonville
State, RSEC

• Sunday
scheduled

No

events

• Monday
Read-In
11 a.m., 17th Annual

National
African
American Read-In,
for more information
call 762-6836, Multicultural Center

• Thesday
Meeting
3:30p.m.. Faculty Senate, Curris Center
Barkley Room
Meeting
4:30 p.m.. Campus
Activities Board, Curris Center Tennessee
Room

•Wednesday
Meeting
p.m., Student
Government Association, Curris Center
Tennessee Room
4:30

• Thursday
Speech
5 p.m., Gabriel Akec
Kuai speaks on life in
a refugee camp. Freed
Curd Auditorium

• Feb.IO
Women's tennis
9 a.m.. MSU vs. University of Memphis,
Kenlake
2 p.m., MSU vs. Belmont, Kenlake

THE QUAD

Movie
7:30 p.m., "Lost Boys
of Sudan," free admission, Curris Center
Theater

vived the attacks," Akec Kuai said. "In the
morning we had to leave and we followed
the way to Kenya until we arrived there in
1992."
Be lived in the Kakuma refugee camp
for nine years, during which he received
his elementary and high school education.
While Akec Kuai was at the camp, he
said a member of the Red Cross met with
the "Lost Boys" to find out their future
plans.
"We didn't have mothers or fathers, you
know. so education was our first priority,"
Akec Kuai said. "We were emphasizing a
lot to him about education. That was the
only hope we have."
After transferring to Murray State from
Jefferson Community College in
Louisville, Akec Kuai met Elizabeth
Smith, Students Against Genocide president, and became involved with the
awareness week.
Akec Kuai will speak during the Students Against Genocide's Darfur Awareness Week about his personal experiences
growing up in Sudanese refugee camps.
He also plans to participate in a speaker
panel about the different actions students
can take to bring the genocide to an end.
"Students Against Genocide was the
group we created to plan the Darfur
Awareness Week," said Smith, junior from
Northbrook, Ill. "That's the purpose of
(the group)."
She said the movie "Hotel Rwanda" Jed
her to research and make people aware of
the Darfur genocide.
"After 1 saw 'Hotel Rwanda,' I went
back to my room and ... googled Sudan,"
Smith said. "Darfur came up, and then I
got savedarfur.org and, like, it had all this
information I didn't know anything about
(it)."

Before seeing the movie about the genocide in Rwanda, Smith said she didn't
know it was occurring but did know there
was a genl)dde in Sudan.
"1 just didn't know anything about it,
and I felt wrong that I hadn't tried to
Jearn. that I hadn't tried to do something,"
Smith said. "l'm so lucky to be where I am
in life, so I have the ability to make a difference."
In 2004, NBC and CBS showed a total of
eight minutes of coverage, Rhc said. The
majority of killings happened that year

" Do they consider African people or maybe
Sudanese people less than human beings? Are
we less than human? No, we are not less than
human. We are humans, and we need to be
treated equally. We need everyone to pay
attention to p roblems. We need to bring
something in to change the situation in
Sudan."
Gabriel Akec Kuai
Junior from Sudan
but went unnoticed since news organizations did not cover the topic.
"It's really important for people to realize that this isn't old news because some
people think the genocide had stopped,''
Smith said. "They're like 'I heard about
that in 2003, and it's 2006 now.' It's still
happening.''
Gabriel Akec Kuai said everyone needs
to be involved and pressure the government to bring those responsible to justice.
"Do they consider African people or
maybe Sudanese people less than human
beings? Are we less than human? No, we
arc not less than human,'' Akec Kuai said.
"We arc humans, and we need to be treated equally. We need everyone to pay
attention to problems. We need to bring
something in to change the situation in
Sudan."
He said the rules agreed upon in the
Geneva Convention are supposed to be
applied if genocide occurs but countries
with their own interests have not been
agreeable.
"Is it good for us to sign something that
we are not going to demand?" he said. "It
is wcU defined by the Bush administration
that genocide is occurring in Sudan but
because international communities have
different interests ... some other countries
lind a way to walk around it."
Akec Kuai said many things need to be
addressed about Darfur.
"Something is really wrong in that part
of the world and it is important that the
United Nations (and) for international
communities to claim they're responsible
and t here arc problems." Akcc Kuai said.
Elizabeth Smith said the purpose of the
week is to educate students about the Dar·
fur genocide and how they can help.
"The purpose of them knowing what's
going on is so that they'll do something,
because the point is to have the resolve to
do something to hdp people,'' Smith said.
"So by students learning about it. Maybe
they'll be passionate, maybe they'll want
to help."

• l>adur Photo Gallery
and Workshop

n a.n:a. to 2 p.m. Monday - Friday
Curris Center Dance Lounge
• "Sudan: The Quick
& the Terrible"

6:30 p.m. Monc4\y
Mason Hall
• History of Darfur Gehocide
S p.m. Tuesday
Cwrls Center
• Options for Action
• Letter writing campaign

After Options for Action
Bu$iness Building Rm. 251

3-.30 p.m. Wednesday
Wrather Museum

• Gabriel Akec Kuai speaks about
his experiences in Sudan
S p.m. Thursday
Freed Curd Audito~m

• Cinema International presents
"Lost Boys of Sudan"

7:30 p.m. Thwsday - Feb. 11
Curris Center Theater
Free admission
S~

Against Genocide wUl sell

T~s for~.

All proceeds go to
the International. Res~e Committee. Students are asked to wear them
Thursday.

SQUAD by Robert Duckett
.-------~~--..., - - - - - - - - - - -.....

THINGS CAN'T GET
ANY WORSE

THAN THIS.

• Feb. II
Motocross
7:30 p.m., adults $10,
children $6, students
$8, Expo center
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Extended Hours
Mon·Thurs Ba.m-lOp.m.
Friday Ba.m.·lp.m.
Saturday Er Sunday 8a.m. ·6p.m.

Special!

DELI SANDWICHES • CAJUN SPECIAtS
SALADS • SouPS • LocAL B ARBEQUE
for every hew In rusiOmer sail
b) arurren1 rusklmtr.

The Tropics Tanning Salon
901 Coldwater Roaa
(270) 753-8477
No appointments necessary

lthenews.orgl

BEST SALADS IN TOWN • GREAT DESERTS

Krkmdln;___ _ __

'

~

ANG~S BURG.:R
AND FRIES!

~

I?

11 a.m. • midnight • Open Monday • Saturday
Happy Hour 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. daily

20 minute beds
stanaup unit

Try our Bronzing Betts!

':!!

UNIQUE MEXICAN Fooo

360 minutes- $36.00
660 minutes- $65.00
10 minute beds
30 minute beds

_,_

Wanted : N ude A rl M odels.
M odels must b e b etween 18 to
28 years or oge. Models under
18 years old will not be
considered and should not reply.
Two proofs ot identificalion will
be required and one must be o
picture I.D. Inquiries reply to
nudeartdiv as@ ho tma i l.com .
M odels should send, if possible,
a recent piclure with their
measurements. You do not hove
to be a wor king model to be
accepted.

The area's best bands live every Thursday!

Feb. 9 - Murr-Vegas Allstars
Feb. 16 - Shady Groves
Under 21 welcome in dining room except Thursday
9 p.m. - midnight

Check us out at
www.murraymenus.com/BigApple.html
Corner of 1Oth & Arcadia • 759-8866
Behind Cheri Theatres
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'Underworld' fails with plot holes, poor development
Review
Staff Writer Phillip Dishon writes the
movie reviews.
Vampires, werewolves and guns.
Ohmy!
To a select group of moviegoers,
this mix of elements would produce
such :.1 positive reaction. For everyone
else, the response is a perplexed
"why?''
"Underworld; Evolution," the
sequel to 2003's "Underworld," out·
docs the original in every aspect.
However, this says very little for the
franchise's latest installment.
The battle between the vampire
and Iycan werewolf clans that thousands of years of warfare have fueled
continues. The vampire "death dealer" Selene (Kate Beckinsale) and the
hybrid vampire/lycan Michael (Scott
Spccdman) flee from the personal
armies of both rival groups in search
of the truth behind the origins of both
clans.
However, when the original vampire Murcus (Tony Curran) awakens,
a plot that threatens the future of the
planet unfolds. Now, the survival of
the future rests in the hands of Selene.
Michael and a mysterious organization. dedicated to maintaining a bat-

photo courtesy or ml'dia.tilmfor<.c.ign.com

ance between vampires and lycans.
Len Wiseman, who directed and
developed the story for the frrst
uunderworld," reprises both creative
roles for this sequel. Much like the
original, Wiseman's primary focus in
this film does not rest on plot development or three dimensional characters. Instead, this movie is driven by

brooding sets, monstrous special
effects and bloody gun fights.
The film masterfully presents a
world cloaked in darkness and decorated in gothic architecture. Wiseman's use of contrasting light and
dark colors results in a sullen, serious
tone in the film. This pervades the
movie with each set consistently
reflecting the same dark tone.
The creature effects in "Under·
world: Evolution" also are amazingly
effective on screen. The insect-like
look of Marcus takes a new and
refreshing approach to the traditional
vampire monster design. Furthermore, the werewolves are well-realized and perfectly presented in both
computer generated images and spc·
cial effects make-up.
The film's fight scenes arc impres·
sive at first glance, but audience members may start questioning elements
of monster lore as werewolves and
vampires quickly become bullet fodder for the main characters. Apparently, Wiseman avoids complicating
his story with silver bullets, full
moons or stakes through hearts.
This aspect marks the first in a long
list of "Underworld: Evolution's"
many flaws.
The sequel begins shortly after the
first ftlm ended, which was originally

released three years ago. For viewers
who saw the first film, this direct continuation is still distracting because of
the time-span between the release of
the two movies. Those who didn't can
expect 2 hours of confusion.
Flashbacks are offered numerous
times during the movie, but Wiseman
leaves out important details revealed
in the prequel, which only adds to the
film's confusing plot.
Even as the sequel's plot thickens,
questions go unanswered and leave
the audience well out of the loop.
Aside from continuity, the plot
itself remains loose and under devel·
oped. The film reveals greater details
about the history of the vampire and
Iycan race, but the explanation seems
stereotypical at best. Character motivations are skewed and lost in storms
of bullets and blood.
Acting, or lack there of, also takes a
seat to the violence and action in this
film. Beckinsale is gorgeous as Selene,
embodying a strong, likable female
role. Her abilities as an actress are
well above this movie, but she excels
in spite of the script's limitations.
The relationship between Beckinsale and Speedman on screen seems
authentic as both characters grow
closer because of their circumstances.
Still, this relationship comes off as

primarily sexual with no truly
detailed emotional t.·onnection.
If violent monster massacres are
your thing. this film was made with
you in mind. The action and visuals
go very well together in portraying
the dark, cool world Wiseman has
er;tvisioned. Additionally, this film's
fight scenes are fun to behold.
Still, if subst•~ncc is important to
your viewing experience, "Underworld: Evolution" won't deliver the
goods. Renting any R rated title from
the action section of u video store wilJ
probably give you the same amount of
mental stimulation without the high
cost of a ticket.

2 Film Strips

Zero film strips: Save your cash
One film strip; Catch it on TV if you're
bored
Two film :strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to tht' box
office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion Collection

Live·the Dream celebration unites campus Christian groups
Students worship,
share gospel together
PhllUp Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@murraysrate.edu

The Curris Center Ballroom
boomed with music. rhythm
and spirituality Friday as
Alpha Delta Alpha presented
the Live The Dream Gospel
Celebration.
The Voices of Praise gospel
choir, the Christ Ambassadors
praise band and other stu·
dents performed religious
music and offered testimonials about the Christian faith to
an audience of faculty and students.
ShaRonda Freeman, junior

from Union City, Tenn., and
president of VOP. has been a
member of the gospel group
since her freshman year. She
said the main focus on the
event was on the racial unity
Martin Luther King, Jr. envisioned.
After the event, Freeman
said the many different races
and ethnic groups in attendance impressed her. She said
this kind of student respqnse
is a perfect example t11at
King's dream is alive.
"That is why they titled it
Living the Dream," Freeman
said. "We were living the
dream that Martin Luther

--~~lilllllliliiiii- This

King ... wanted to."
Odelsia Torian, director of
the Educational Talent Search
program, serves as the faculty
adviser for the Voices of
Praise gospel group.
Torian said the choir first
began as a simple musical
organization but has moved
more toward campus ministry
and now offers further outlets
for
religious
expression
through their music.
"Well, I think it's an opportunity for them to ... express
themselves in gospel ... and
share that with other people,"
Torian said. "It's more than
just singing. Students have an
opportunity to share their
faith ... through their testimonials."
She said events like this one
offer good opportunities for
students to work together and

celebrate their strong faith
and shared mind set on reli·
gion.
"I think it was a good opportunity for (the groups) to
come together," Torian said.
"Although (the students) may
be different ... there's no black
or white, there are no differ·
ences between colors, ethnic
groups or genders."
Bo Harris, junior from Cunningham. performed on the
drums in the Christ Ambassadors praise band. Harris
described the band's music as
praise and worship music.
"It is almost like any kind of
modern music you would hear
but the attitUde behind the
song ... is to worship Christ
and bring glory and honor to
God," he said.
Harris said he was glad with
the event's turnout and

pleased to be a part of an response of the crowd."
event designed to break down
Fisher said his musical style
the racial barriers that exist is best described as the bridge
not only on campus but in the between the mu!'ic of VOP
Christian faith.
and the Christ Ambassadors.
"I thought it was great,"
Through his use of hip-hop
Harris said. "Just to get rhythm, Fisher said he hopes
together and kind of be one. I to someday make music as
mean we are all the same race, popular as setular hip-hop
the human race ... and I don't with lyrics and rhythms that
think different skin pigmenta- feed people's spirits and relition should (divide us)."
gious beliefs.
Douglas "Fish" Fisher,
Although the Christian way
senior from Portageville, Mo., of living isn't always the easiwas one of the featured per- est, he said he wanted w porformers during Living The tray to the audience an honest
Dream.
view of Christianity's role in
He said having the opportu- his life.
nity to share his talents and
"The Christian walk from
faith with such a diverse and my experience has been one
responsive group was a hum- of the most difficult things in
bling experience. •
my life." Fisher said. "I try to
"It was pretty awesome," express the honesty in the
Fisher said. "Especially - with • Christian walk while not being
hip-hop it is always about the per_ceived as hypocritical."

Week in Entertainment- - - - - -

• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

1. Unpredictable
Jamie Fox..'<
2. The Breakthrough
Mary J. Blige
3. Cu rtain Call: The Hits
Eminem
4. Some Hearts
Carrie Underwood
S. T he Legend of John ny
Cash
Johnny Cash

1. Big Mama's Bouse 2

1. Check On It
Beyonce featuring Slim Thug
2. Grillz
Nelly featuring Paul Wall, Ali
and Gipp
3. Run It!
Chris Brown
4. Be Without You
Mary J. Blige

L Fligbtplan - Wldescreen

L The Da Vincl Code

2. Nanny McPhee
3. Glory Road
4. Underworld 2: Evolutions

S. Hoodwinked

2. Wedding Crashers -

Wldescreen
3. Flightplan - Fullscreen

4. Transporter 2
S. T wo for the Money

5. Stic.kwitu
The Pussycat Dolls

Source: Billboarcl.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

Dan Brown
2. The Hostage
W.I~.B. Griffin
3. Mary, Mary
James Patterson
4. Death Dance
Linda Pairstein
S. Every Breath You T ake
Judith McNaught

Source: Bcstbuy.com

Source: nytimes.com

• Web site
savedarfur.org
The Save Darfur Coalition is a
combined effort to raise
awaren~ss about the Darfur
genocide in Sudan. The site
includes information about
the history of the genocide
and how organizations can
help make people more aware
through t!Vents. If people
would rather help in a monetary way, donations to the
coalition can be made through •
the Web site.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Wolff Tanning B~s. Buy dtrect and
save! Full Bodv unit~ from S22 a
month! Frt.'C Color catalog. Call to<1ay!
1·8_:J0.842-1305 www.np.etst,m.corn
SAWMILLS irom only $2,795! Convt;rt
your LOGS TO VALUABL[ LUMBER
with your Norwood portable b;md
sawmill. log Skldders al~o .w<lilahle.
www.110rwoodindustries.com l'rl'e
infurm~tion: 1-800-5..78-1 ~6.1 ext300N
Rentdl/ Vacation Home: 5 mill'~ (rom
Rlod Rivt'r Gorge 8. Natural Bridge
State Park. Nice house & SO acres.
Great ATV retreat. $87,500. Call 606·
663-3609

FOR

RENT

Find rlffordable rental housing on
www.KyRenls.orgl Free searching.
fret' listings! Provided by Jht> Kentul'ky
Housing Cmpor<~tion Equ.tl HmJsing
Opportunit~------

HELP WANTED
Bedroom Magic Boutique located ~t
the Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah
now hiring sales manager> and sales
agenb. $15 per hour plu) incentive
bOnu~. Fall or part time fleJCihle
hours. Call (270) 443-9795 for ~n
interview.
JOIN THE SOUTHWOODS WAY
AND HAVE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
Southwoods is a co-ed residential
children's camp in the Adirondack
Mountains of New York. Southwoods
is seeking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENER·
GETIC, AND FUN-LOVING individu·
al• to make a ~>itive imp~ct on aa
child's life. Pos11ions are available in
the areas of: cabin specialist~. athlet·
ics. out-door ad~enture, crc.ative and
performing uts, water sporb, and
much morel Benefits of worlling at
Southwoods include Salary, Travel,
Room, Board, Laundry, and much

morel For more infonnation and to
complete an application please contact us ... ~m._1888-449-3357
F~tatc

Planning Sales: We provide
qu<~IJ(ied leads, complete product
training and support. 5100,000 com·
rnt)Ston income potuntial. Prior uut·
,idt• ~Jies expencnce requirl'd.
www.groww1thufsc.com • 1!00·.167779~ l'Xt.J 04
So1lcs: Altcntion Life & He<thh Insurance agents- The Assurance Group.
Jm· Is currt•ntly hiring agents to market
ftnal f!Xpense, underagt' health &
mortgage protecAion products. All
products are supported by a tremendou~ lead program. For a confidential
lnturvicw CJII Steve Bennett 866-224·
84~0 ext.1203 & visit our website
v.ww.assuregrp.com
i\~

a Cl~ss A drivN, you're looking tur

one thing~ Miles! Dnve with a romp,t·

dents. Bonu.-.es availablt>. Refrigerated
Now Available. 888-MORE-PAY 1868·
667-3729)
Dnver- Kn1ght Transportation every·
thing is up &J Ki':IGHT. Pay Rate!!
Spt.'to'd ofTruck$!1 Call us & start enjoy·
ing the good liie. 8811-146·-4639.
www.knighttrans.com. ClctS~·A CDU (i
month~ OTR.
Driver, Owner Operators. Company:
Av('fage S 1.30/ mile. Honw WI'I'K·
ends, during week. ~o fornod · dt~·
patch. Plate program. Older trucks
welc.orne. Quick Start, Call M.1ll ell
T& T! 1-8()()..511-0082
Driver- Regional Driver;- Get home,
get paid. ExcPJient benefits, Class-A
COL and 1 )'ear TIT experience needed. 1':0 Hazmat required. OTR Avail.
ahle. Get West Side 1ransport,
www.westsidetransport.com. 800677-5627

ny th.ll hilS the freight to k(.'('p you. run·
nlng• .md st.1rts you oul at 40 to 42
CJ>M. Assigned truckl., full hconl'fits,
homt'-time you can count on. EOl' J
mos e)<p req. 1-877·452·5627.

Drivers: Are you getting the p.1y you
deserve? Roehl driV('J"i .lre! v.m. up to
)<Jq. Hathed- up to 41¢, plus wrp. Signmt h<Jnus. Students welcome. CI;1~~-A
rtoquired. EOE Call 7 days a week 877774-53 U www.GoRoehl.c.om

BTC gets flatbed drivers flomt• every
weekend with BIG paychecks! Com·
pany Drivers start up to 42cpm, O.'Os
.tverage S 1.58 all miles; <".ALL 800·
2.18·&60.1 w'""·BTCflat.com

Drivers- Check out the changes! No
expenence?l\'o problem! CDL Training
avali.Jble. 100% luttlon reimbursement.
Top trainee par! 1-800·2.11-5209

Delta Trucking School: Accepltng
Traint-cs ior \'Verner, Swift, CR (ngl~ntl. other<.l 16 day CDL! SO down,
foludent iin,tncmg! Tuilion reimbursement ,wail. Job placement .1ss1. Mon·
Sun 1-800-8tn-01 71x6

Drivers: Guaranteed home \.,ef•kenris,
sign on bonus. up to 44 tpm starting,
1st year $50,000+, New truck' roming, no slip ;eating, experlenet•
rc:quirc•d. 800-44!-4271 ext. Ky·l 00.

l)rivPr: Be Home evNy wt•!•kt•ndl
And, 1·2 tlmt'SI week\ Earn up to
$50,000 first yPcHI Regtonal Flatbed
Dt•liverit'5. Class-A COL and 6 month~
Trac.tor/ Tra1ler experience required.
Wabash Valley Transportation, Inc.
8()()..246-6105, \V\"".wvtonlinc.LOm
Driver· Covenant Transport. Fxn-lh:~nt
po1y & ht•nefits for expen!'ncrd drivers,
010, solos, teams & gradudh' stu-

\~v.Swi~T~ckingJobs.co~

Drivers needed for louiwill(' &
Georgt>town, KY. local & Rl'gi<mal (.l
)'' recent el<p requirPd) 86f>·270·2665
www.abdriveo;.com
Driver~· SEMI Owner Operators! Earn
up to $1.41 per mile. Free Base plates,
permits. qual-com. l"o touch freight!
Driver~. Check u.; out. 1-800-879·
2·18h x286

Drivers· Semi-OTR Up ro .50rpm wuh

experience, beneiih, quality home
time+ Refrigerated. Region.JI, dedic-ated positions for upper Midwest. Call
BUSKE 1-800-879-2486 x286
National Distributors Leasing, Inc I~
Growmg! Currently seeking COL-A
Drivel'$ for dedtcated run~ CPM or
'ii;llary, depending on where you livt~.
Give us a call tod.ly or go on-line 1877-334-9677 wv.-w.dnve4n<.ll.com
No Experience- No )obW No Proll·
l('mll! CDI. Training- lob Pl.lcemt~nt.
$740- $940 wl.;. No monr.y down.
lodging, meal~. traMportation. Hiring
in ~a.r~_!?d.ly! 1-877-554-~800
Southern Pines Drivers average
$1000fwk. We haul low.level ho~z
;udoos containers on flatlx-d~. Oass·A
COL and experience Great Benefits &
home time. 800-637-7502
There are no layofts 1n Truckin~l Train
in your b.1rkyard, CR [ngl:~nd ts hiring
in your Me.t. Cnmpany sponsored
tratnlng available. Call today! 1-60().
398-9908
Airline Mechanic- Rapid training for
high paying aviation c<~wcr. FAA predicts severe shortage. Financial atd 1f
qualify-lob placffilent assi~ance. Call
AIM 888-349·5387

EDUCATIONAL
Earn Degree online from home "Mffi·
leal. "Business, •P.uo~l!'gal, •computE'r~, •criminal )uS!icP. Job piJcement.
Computer provided. f"in,tnlial aid if
C]U,llify. (866)856-2121 www.onllnettdl•walertech.com

HEALTH
Family Healthcarc w/prescriptlon
plan! 569.95/mo. 1\'atfonwlde coverage, 1\'o limitations. Includes· DociOI'$,
Dental, vision. hosp. & More. £very.one accepted! Call WCG 8()0.2889214 ext.iJJ2

TRAVEL
ttl Sprin1 Brea.k Wtbsil.t! low prices
~uarantet-d. Free . Meal$ & Free
Drinks. Book 11 ptOJ)Ie, get 12th trip
free! Gro.ug d. iscounts for 6+
www.Sprinc reakDlw:umtM.om or
www.Lejsurdoya.com or 800-8388202.

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY
CRUISE! S Days Fr001 $299! Includes
Meals, Taxes, Entry To Etlclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Celebrities
As Seen On Real World, Road Rules!
On Campus RqM N~l Promo code
44 www.SpringBrc.akTravel.com 1800-678-6386

CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From $499! Travel With America's
Largt:st &Ethics Award Winning Spring
Break Company! Fly Sdledufed Airlines, Free meals, Drinks, Biggest
Celebrity Parties! On-Cam_pu.\ Marketing Reps Needed! www.¥ring8reak·
Travel.com 1·800·678-6386
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOU AND
COUNTRY CLUB. Gt•orgelown. Golf
Digest voted us best pl•ues to . play
20041 join us for your nl'xt round/outing. Special Membership available.
502·570-9849!
Hunt Elk, Red Stag. Whitetail. Buffalo,
Wild Boar. Our ~ason: now-3131/06.
Guaranteed license, S'i- trophy In two
days. No-game/ No-pay polic~·. Days
(314)209-9800; f'vening5 (] 14!2930610

SERVICES
local Internet Ace~~. Serving all Kl'ntucky. W\'lw.lKNS.net. Be online in 5
min! No crl-dit card need!'d. Email
virus prOiect~n. 1-877-796~289
ADVERTISERS: You can pla(:e a 25·
word class1fled ad in 70 Kentucky
newspaper; tor as little as S2SO with
one order, one par.ment. for information, contact the c assiil(-d departmPnt

oi 1his newsp.tpcr or call KPS 1-502·
223-8821

MISC.
A Meaningful Carct·rl Get p.1id for
helping families solve finanetal probl~m,. High e.1rnmgs putt'nti.tl. Set your
own hours. fur mnrc information, call:
Mr Union ll66·U16·51lJ(l
SSCASIISS lmmc<lt.l!l' c~'h tnr strwturrd ~r·ttl!·mPnls, .mnllltii.'S, law suit,
mortgage notes & ca~h llows. IG
Wt•ntworth # 1 1-800-794-731 0.

RATES

Place your
message 1n
The Murray

State News
classifieds for

10«n
PER WORD !
~ m.1y bt.• 5ubmltted m WI !!.on. Hall
room 111 or 01.1i1ed 10 O .. ~rficds. do TheMurrat ~tare .V!!W$, 2&09 UntV{'f'Stly Station, Murray, Jo.'Y <41071
Cl~s.fieds muSI be p.!ld In adv.11>ce.
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Fraternity celebrates 100 years
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
turns 100 this year, celebrating a century of supporting and cultivating
young black men, the most prominent
of whom include Martin Luther King,
Jr. and W.E.B. Dubois.
Murray State Chapter President
Kyrus Harrington II, senior from East
St. Louis, Ill., said Alpha Phi Alpha
began in 1906 at Cornell University in
Ithica, N.Y., as the ftrst intercollegiate
Greek-letter fraternity established for
black men.
The seven founders, who the members call "Jewels." began the organization to supply minority students with
emotional and academic support.
"At that time on the campus, our
founding members were dealing with
•a lot of racial tension,'' Harrington
said. "They actually started as a study
group in order to keep the retention
of young African-Americans high at
the school."
According to its mission statement
on alphaphiaJpha.net, the organization strives to instill members with
ambition and to encourage young
men to help the underprivileged
achieve higher forms of economic,

social and intellectual status.
"The fraternity just tries to uplift
young, professional men on a day-today basis," Harrington said.
Alpha Phi Alpha has numerous successful alumni that have found their
way into newscasts and history texts.
Alphaphialphanct lists prominent
young men who found brotherhood
within the organization including
sports stars such as the NBA's Quinn
Buckner and the NFL's Charles Haley
and Art SheU. Admiral Samuel Gravel,
Actor Keenan Wayans and traffic signal inventor Garrett Morgan are also
Alpha Phi Alphas.
The public might easily recognize
the names of Alpha Phi Alpha Civil
Rights activists because they arc listed in almost every history textbook.
These alums include Martin Luther
King rr., W .E. B. Dubois, Frederick
Douglass, Thurgood Marshall and
Franklin Williams.
"There's a social consciousness in
these young men that they take very
seriously," said Michael Morgan,
Alpha Phi Alpha sponsor. "Given the
legacy of their fraternity, they see
their wle as raising consciousness on
campus and on continuing to be a positive force for social responsibility on
campus more than they see themselves as a fraternity that just gets

together to socialize and have parties."
Like all other Greek organizations.
the Alpha Phi Alpha has its own
events used to raise money.
In the spring, the fraternity holds
the Alpha Step-Off. which drums up
funds for the March of Dimes. During
the event, other fraternities and
sororities gather to perform choreographed dancl.>s.
Harrington said Alpha Phi Alpha
branches out into other areao; of the
community, aiding whomever it can.
The fraternity has organized clothing
and food drives to restock Needline
and Angel's Attic storage rooms.
"They see themselves as leaders,"
Morgan said. "They see themselves as
putting a face of African-Americans
on the entire campus. They understand that's what they're doing, and
they try to live up to that legacy."

ph<,to cmutf~Y by Alph;1 Phi Alp~

Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha sing •uft Every Voice and Sing~
before the opening of the 200S Miss Black and Gold pageant. ThiS
event is one of many the fraternity holds throughout the year. ~·
The brothers put a lot of emphasis
on mentoring. Many of their programs reach out to younger students
to encourage them to further their
education and make wise decisions.
In Project Alpha, the Alpha Phis
travel to middle and high schools to
talk to boys about the responsibilities
and consequences of premarital sex.
The Go to High School, Go to College program takes them to middle
schools where they motivate students
to care about higher education. The
members also spend time in Alexan-

·'
der Hall reading stories to children i!l
the preschool and daycarc.
·!
Other chapter eventS include their
annual Miss Black and Gold Pageant:
Feb. 12-19 marks Alpha Phi Alph~
week, where the fraternity will orga;
nize a talent showcase, a music
lounge and other events for students.
"1 think that what makes us differ·
ent is that ... we don't take backsteps,"
Kyrus Harrington II said. "We're
always pressing forward. We take
things in stride. We're constantly
leading the pack."

Rock-aThon, Alpha Gambling top list of annual philanthropic events
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

Of all tht• social fraternities
on the Murray State campus,
one exists without a single
man's name listed on its roster
- Alpha Gamma Delta.
Twelve women founded
Alpha Gam in 1904 at Syracuse
University in New York.
Understanding the Greek roots
or the word "fraternity" to
mean brotherhood or sisterhood, the women began the
organization with the hopes of
making it international.
According to the alphagammadelta.com, the fraternity's
purpose explains that the organization exists to enhance each
member's wisdom, faith and
womanhood.
With the motto, "Inspire the
Woman. Impact the World,"
the Alpha ' Gams strive to

iilephoto

The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta perform a musical
number during All Campus Sing last April.
develop through sisterhood.
Chapter~ President Blaire
Bushart. "junior from Benton,
said AGD established itself at
Murray State In 1966.
"We strive for excellence,
and we empower women," said
Michelle Clark, Murray State
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Allen, Kellen
Banks, Michelle
Belec:her, Sara
Bosse, Rebec:ca
Bijrgtn,Cassie
Cla~·Chris

Cripps, Rebeccil
Fay, Tiffany
~.KeiiJ

FletQher, MaQie
Goehman, Emily

Hack9tt. J41nna

HaleY. Adrienne

Hall, Brtttaney
Hanvey, Lindsey
Hardin, MaJ1eY
Hannon, Mary
H~, Jacqueline

Lamtdn, Tiffany
Lewie, Valerie
Long, Stephanie
Lynn, Shannon
Moore, Shannon
Morrla, Ashley
Mottaz.~n

Nearhoof, Tracy
Parrish, Nancy
P~.~ret
fluSt Julia
Scott, Emily
Sidener, Amanda
Stice, Jennifer

Stonefield. Marian
Windsor, Kristin

alumna and Alpha Gam's sponsor. "We consider ourselves
the ladies on campus."
According to the mission
statement on the Web site, the
fraternity supports learning as
a means to gain understanding
and wisdom and promotes the
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Hurricane Katrina affected.
Throughout the year, Alpha
Gams stage several events and
ask classmates to donate
money in the name of charity.
In the fall, senior sisters
lounge for money in the annual
Rock-a-Thon. The women
stretch out in rocking chairs
while men from other fraternities compete, crooning in lip·
sync contests and testing lheir
good looks in beauty contests.
The scniur Alpha Gams judge
the men while younger members serve as team coaches.
Combined with a silent auction and a penny war, the
Rock-a-Thon has raised more
than $5,000 each year for the
past five years.
Bushart said the Alpha Gams
call their other major philanthropic event Alpha Gambling.
It consists of a l'exas.Hold 'Em
tournament open to anyone
who feels lucky. Players pay !1

Ch~.Ryan
Hankins, Jari'Od
l,aws, Nalhan
Lester, Jeffrey

fcc to enter the game, then they
raise and bluff for a shot at
prizes.
She said becoming involved
with the crazy, demanding life
of sisterhood has personally
helped her because it encouraged her to become active elsewhere at Murray State.
"It's actually meant a lot;"
Bushart said. "Joining a sorority has helped me get involved
In other organizations on campus."
In the spring, the fraternity
holds its Crush Dance, which
allows members to invite
guests and test potential beaus.
Bushart said the fraternity's
appeal lies in the closeness of
the members and the organiza"
tion's unique personality.
"f think Alpha Gam's unique
because we have such a good
sisterhood," Bushart said. "We
can laugh together, and we can
cry together."

Chi!l!ter On. G-reek UQ:n.or Boll

41~

~.Rid\ard

ctemeon. Sean

value of fraternal membership
and commitment to higher
education. It also advocates
lifetime involvement in the
organization and helps the
members prepare for life and
work.
One of 180 cotal collegiate
chapters, Alpha Gams have
grown throughout the decades
and established their own rep·
utation on campus.
"I think the sisterhood builds
every year," Clark said. ''We've
raised a lot of money for our
philanthropy, and we've really
helped the community.
Blaire Bushart said the fraternity sponsors the Alpha
Gamma Delta Foundation as its
official philanthropy. The
foundation divvies the funds
out to organizations that try to
find a cure for juvenile diabetes. Any money left over
goes to sisters in need, such as
those in New Orlt•ans who
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Murray State

SCORING............................
Points per game.......... .
Scoring margin............. .
FIELD GOALS-ATI.~·- --···
Field goal pet..............
3 POINT FG-ATI................
3-point FG pet.............. .
3-pt FG made per game...... .
FREE THROWS-AIT...............
Free throw pct.........
REBOUNDS......................
Rebounds per game...... .-..
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ASSISTS..................... ..
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TURNOVERS.....................
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+9.9
512-1122
.456
144-417
.345
7.6
186-280
.664
706
372
+3.8
336
17.7
247
13.0

1165

+19
14
154
8J
96

5l
36112
11-3283

}eni(er

SbinmW~

Justin Orr
Jarad Key
Rob Kennedy
lssian.Reddhgr
Tony Easley

Pearson Griffith

Charles

....

. ....

f'
~
i
'
l

.

.

'

~

Projected Starting Lineup

0

14

Trey
Pearson
Guard

Darnell
Hopkins
Guard

Mike
LaPlante
Head Coach
6th season

Projected Starting Lineup

2

'

10

Anthony
WUson
., Guard

l

22

25

44

13

Shawn
Witherspoon
Forward

Justin
Orr
Forward

Pearson
Griffith
Center

B.J.
Spencer
: Guard

r

~

-: " :

rJ ....

Scouting
Report

zz:.su _ • . .
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;.~"'==:"'"-:. ""':-:· ~ ---~.

Walker

~

Russell
Guard

21
Courtney
Bradley
Forward

33
Dorien
· Brown
Forward

i ~?- ~

·'

SCORING......................
Points per game........... ..
Scoring margin............. .
FIELD GOALS-ATI...............
Field goal pet............ ..
3 POINT·FG-ATI.............. ..
3-point FG pet............. .
3-pt FG made per game .......
FREE THROWS-ATT...............
Free throw pet..............
REBOUNDS......................
Rebounds per game...........
Reboun_ding margin...........
ASSISTS.......................
Assists per game............
TURNOVERS.....................
Turnovers per game........ ..
Turnover margin......- ...
Assist/turnover ratio.......
S'rEALS....................... ..
Steals per game.............
BLOCKS........................
Blocks per game .............
ATIENDANCE....................
Home games-Avg!Game....... ..

..

Mick
Cronin
Head Coach
3rd season ·

~.

TEAM STATISTICS
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~

DarneD l{opkiDs

~

'

3~0

408-1010
.404
101-311
.325
5.3
248-368
.674
633
333

0.9
112
5.9
38
2.0
30370
7-3375

t

MSU all-time vs. JSU.

"'

613

251
132
284
14.9

.:

Feb. 4, 2006, 7:30 p.m•

.RACERS
TEAM STATISTICS

.:~~

",,~aCkSoriVille
vs.
-State
.!

Spencer

-Harold Crow
Timtewls

Courtney Bradley
Nick Smith

John Haynesworth
Carlos Lumpkin

Dorien Brown

JSU

OPP

1476
77.7
-23
514-1128
.456
146-386
.378
7.7
302-431
.701

1519
79.9

603
31.7

529.:1031
.513
123-321
.383
6.5
338-476
.710
662
34.8

-3.1

261
13.7
273
14.4
+2.9
1.0
161
8.5
60
3.2
20903
10-2090

3ll
16.4
329
173

0.9
127
6.7
64
3.4
34649
8·3776

